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GENERAL NOTICES
Entrance Examinations - Fees - Regulations
Entrance Examinations will be held at the Technical Institute,
Kevin Street, every evening during the week commencing 21st
September, and on such subsequent evenings as may be arranged.
Students who produce satisfactory evidence of education may be
exempted from examination. Introductory Courses are provided
for those who fail to obtain sufficiently high marks in the
examination.
FEES PER SESSIO
For additional and single subjects the fee is the same as for a
Course. Students of Technical Classes may take a Class in Irish
at a fee of 2/6.
£0 2 6
1 10 0
o 10 0
o 15 0
1 10 0
o 15 0
o 15 0
(See page 35).
(Practical)do.Do.
Applied Chemistry
Medical Chemistry
Specialised Technical Analysis
Practical Pharmacy (per term)
Day and Evening Wireless Courses.
All other Courses ..... 7/6 for each year of Course.
Introductory Cour cs
Pharmaceutical Chemistry (Lecture)
Applicants for admission to Courses or Classes must be at least
fourteen years of age.
5Student ",,'ho through obtaining employment are unable to continue
in attendance at the Whole-time Day Sr:hool Courses of the City of
Dublin Vocational Education Committee will be admitted to
approved evening school courses, without fees, up to the value of the
Day School Fees paid.
The same concession may be extended to other students who have
left the Day School Courses, if the rea ons for their non-attendance
at the Day School Classes are considered by the Principal to be
adequate.
The Trade Classes are primarily intended for those engaged in
the everal trades. Others will not be admitted before November
2nd, and then only if there be room, and on payment of a quadruple
fee.
A Laboratory or Workshop Class can only be taken in conjunction
with an approved Lecture or Drawing Class. No student will be
allowed to continue in a Laboratory or Workshop Class if his
attendance at the Lecture or Drawing Class is unsatisfactory.
A Class may be discontinued if an insufficient number of students
join or attend; the number of evenings allotted weekly to a Class
may be reduced if there be a falling off in the attendance. The
right is reserved to close Classes for a'ny other reason whatever
Students must make good any damage done by them.
Strict order must be observed at all times within the precincts of
the Schools.
A complete course of study in any section generally occupies about
three years.
Where possible, separate classes for journeymen will be arranged
in trade subjects.
The Courses as set out are not to be considered as arbitrary,
the subjects may, with the sanction of the Head of the Department,
be varied.
6Schools of Electrical Engineering, Wireless Telegraphy,
Physics and Applied Chemistry.
PROGRAMME AND TIME TABLE
OF THE COURSES IN
Electrical Engineering Practice and Technology
Electrical Trades and Crafts
Instrument Making and Allied Crafts
Radiotelegraphy
Physics and Mathematics
Pure and Applied Chemistry
Industrial Chemistry - Specialised Courses
Bacteriology and Botany
Pharmacy arid Allied Subjects
Languages for Students of Technology
TECHNICAL INSTITUTE, KEVIN STREET
Session 1936-37
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8TECHNICAL INSTITUTE, KEVIN STREET.
Courses and Time Tables
No. I
of
0011llle
SUBJECT Day IIour TEAcIIEn
SPECIAL CLASSES IN IRISH.
Irish-I.C.
Irish-I.D.
Wecl.
Fri.
7.30-9.30
7.30-9.30
13 n. S. MacF,oln.
D. S. Mo.c}:loin.
PREPARATORY COURSES
PRELIMINARY COURSE.
lK English Tues. 7.30 -8.30 28
Arithmetic Tues. 8.35-9.35 28
Drawing Wed. 7.30-9.30 14 Mi.s M. Whemn.
INTRODUCTORY COURSES.
4K English-F Mon. 7.30- .30 28
Elementary Mathematics-}' Mon. 8.30-9.30 28
Elementary Science-A Fri. 7.309.30 8 E. Moynihan.
5K Englls!l-G 'I'hUI'R. 7.308.30 28 J. Gawly.
Elementary.\Iathcmatics-G ~rhurR. 8.30 9.30 28 .T. Gately.
Drawlng-F .. Wed. I 7.30 -9.30 14 Miss lIT. Whelan.
ELECTRICAL TRADES
J. l\Ioran. P. Collins.
W. Fegan.
E. Moynlban, IT. Flood.
H. Flood, M. IIeDder<lOn
1
5
8
8
7.3010.0
7.30 - .30
8.3510.0
7.30 -10.0
1\foo. or !i'ri.
Wed.
Wed.
ITueR.
ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION WORK.
IFIRST YEAR.Electrical Wiring-Pract. 1.
Electrical Installation -Lect. 1.
Electrical Laboratory-I.
Physics for Electricians
6K
ELECTRICAL FITTING.
ELECTRIC WELDING.
... I Mon. & Thur. I 8.0·10.010/( I Electric Welding .. ,
J. Moron.
I J. OToalc.
J. !\Ioron, P. Oolllns.
W. Fegan.IG. Ring.
IP. O'Keel!e
1
5
6
6 W. Fegan.
14 II. J, Barrlscsle.
7.30-10.0
7.30 .30
7.30 '10.0
7.30 10.0Wed.
lfhurs.
'!'ues.
lIT n.
l'hurs. 7.30 10.0
I'rl. 7.30 10.0
CABLE JOINTING.
.. !lITon. & Wed. I 8. 0 10.0 I
SECOND YEAR.
ElectrIcal Wlring-Pro.ct. n.
EJectricallnstallatlon-Lect. H.
Electrical Engineering-H.
'I'IIIRJ> YI'AR.
ElectricaII'Itt!ng Proct.
Electrical Engineerlni-(l) .C. and
A.C.1
Practical Drawing
7K
8K
9K ICable Jolnling
9HourNo. Iof
't)urse
Day I Room _,__ TEAOilER
--'------'--
•
ELECTROTECHNOLOGY
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING PRACTICE.
IThurs. 7.30-10.0 12·10·8 11. Flood, E. ~roynlban
~[Oll. 7.30-10.0 8 11. Flood, M. Henderson.
Wed. 7.30-10.0 12·10·8 E. lI1oyniban. 11. Flood.
Tues. 7.30-10.0 8 n. Flood, 'r. Hendel'llOn
Mon. 7.30-10.0 4-6 G. Ring, P. Brickell
Frl. 7.309.30 4 11. C. IlIOOn.
Wed. 7.30-10.0 14 rr. J. BarrlscaJe.
Wed. 7.30-10.0 4·6 G. Ring. W. l'cgan.
Frl. 7.30-10.0 6 F. Nolan
Thurs. 7.30-10.0 9 K. lJallwal'.
'l~uefl. 7.30-10.0 4-6 G. RiJlg.
'fhUTS. 7.30-6.30 9 K. IranwM'.
I Tue.. Thur. 7.30-10.0 4-6 G. Ring. W. Fegan.
Wed. 7.30-10.0 A8· P. Conna k.
ITue.• Thur. 7.30-9.30 4 6 IR. O. Alien.
111 n . 7.30-9.30 B2· n. '. JiftOIl.
TUlR]) YEA R.
l4K Electrical Engineering-Ill.
Applied Mechanics-T.
Matbematics ..
}'IRST YEAR.
11E: Electrical Englneering-I.A.
Physics lor Electricians-LA.
12E: Electrical Englneering-I.B.
Physics lor Electricians-I.B.
SECO::m YEAR.
13K Electrical Engineering-Il.
MathematlCA- n. C.
Practical Drawlng-n.
FOURTH YEAR.
15E: Electrical Engineering-A.C.
Practical Mathematics
SI."I'I! YEAR.
17K Electrical Enlrineering-V...
•~ratbematil's ..
FIFTII YEAR.
16E: Electrical Engineering-IV.
Power Plants and Producers
POST OFFICE E GINEERING COURSES
TECHNICAL TELEGRAPHY.
}'IRST YEAR.
18E: TechnIcal Telegrapby-I.
~Iagnetl8mand Electricity ..
SEOOXD YEAR.
lQK TecbnlcaITelegraphy-n.
Tburs.
Wed.
IFr!.
8. 010.0
. 0-10.0
.0-10.0
8
9
P. Sullivan.
E. Morton.
P. Sullivan.
TECHNICAL TELEPHONY
20K
1''f!l.S'£ YEAR.
Tcclmlcal Telellhony'-I,
Magnetism and Electricity
Mun.
Wed.
8. 0-10.0
8. 0-10.0
9 P. SuJlivan.
E. Morton.
21K
SECOND YEAR.
T cbnicaITelepbony-I1. Tues. 8. 0-10.0 9 P. Sulllvan.
22K IPoat omc Enlrineerlng-I.In.trument and Wlrinll (Pr.)
POST OFFICE
.. , Wcd.
.. Tbu.....
ENGINEERING,
"I 8.0 10.0
.. 8.0-10.0
9
1 lIT..1. Barriscale.IT..r. narrlRcale.
10
No. -I
of
Cou,""
St;BJECT I Day
----'-
Tt~ACrlER
RADIO TECHNOLOGY
RADIO COMMUNICATION.
TueH. 8.l} ]0.0 8 P. J. O·Callughan.
Frl. 7.30-10.0 12 &]0 do.
Fri. 8.0-10.0 13
Thurs. 7.30-10.0 4&6 W. Fegnn.
RADIO - SERVICE.
IMon.
"I 7.80 9.30 112~ 10 I It. Hodgen.q.:Fri. " 7.30 10.0 P. J. O·Callaghan.
IThurs. 8.0-10.0 I 11 II. IIodgens.~rues. 8.0 10.0 8 P. J. O·Callallhan.
MORSE PRACTICE.
.. IMon.. Wed.. Tb.j 7.30 9.30 13 J. V. Honan.
}'IRST YEAR.
RadJo Communication-I.
Magnetism and Electricity-I.
SECO~J) YEAR.
Radio Communication-IJ.
Electrical Englneerinll (A .C.)
I TelegrnIlhy Practice ..
FIRST YEAR.
IRadJo Service I. . . . .Magnetism and mectrlclty-I.
I
SECO:ND YEAR
RadJo Service-IT. .. . .
Radio Communication-I...
23K
25K
24K
26K
27K
TRAINING COURSES FOR WIRELESS O?ERo\TO~S
(See Page 15).
INSTRUME T MAKING AND GLASS BLOWI G
I'IRST YEAR. INSTRUMENT MAKING.
28K Instrument Making-I. Tues. 7.30-10.0 2 ~1. I.ambert.
Etemenwn' ~cjence .. )i'rl. 7.30-9.30 8 E. l\[oynlllan.
29K
~'ECO",J) YEAR.
Instrument llaklng 11.
Electrical Engineering-I. or
PhysiCS-I...
:FT!.
TuC".
•• I Mon.
7.30-10.0
7.30-10.0
7.30-10.0
2 I M. Lambert.
12·10·8 E. Moynihan.
12 & 10 P. J. O·Callaghan.
GLASS BLOWING OF SCIENTIFIC APPARATUS
30K I G1&s. Blo\Viull .. I Mon..Wed. Fd,1 7.30-10.0 I
PHYSICS AND MATHEMATICS
GENERAL PHYSICS.
.. I Wed. .. I 7.30-10.0 I 9 & 10 I P. J. O·CaJlaghan.
(A Class in Mathematics may be taken in addition>.
}'lRST YK\H.IPh)".jcq-I. ..31K
32K
"IMon. "I 7.:l0-10.0 112 JO I
lA. ClM8 in Mathematics may be taken In addition>.
SECO~ YEAR.
I Physics-IT. ..
P. J. O·CaJJaghnn.
P. Whelan.
33K
MAGNETIS~l AND ELECTRICITY.
MUlIl.etlsm and Electricity.. •. I:Fri. .. I 7.30 10.0 112 & 10 I
lA. CI.88 In Mathematics may be taken In addition).
P. J. O·Oallallhan.
B. DI:>:on.
11
Ko.
of
Course
SrB.JJ:CT Day lIour lloom 'l'EACllEH
SPECIAL COURSES
• SANITATION SCIENCE.
35 " • ELECTRICITY FOR RADIOLOGISTS.
• PHYSICAL OPTICS.
071-. • OPTICAL INSTRUMENTS.
• The Svecial Courses listed above will be organised lD the Session 1036·37. Intending students should
consult the Principal.
MATHEMATICS.
38K Practlcal "lathematic. r. .. Fri. 7.30 9.30 4 El. C. ClJtton.
39K Practlcal Mathematics 11. Thurs. 7.30 9.30 8 K. Hanway.
40K Practical Mathemntlcs-II r. Mon. 7.30 9.30 B2 II. C. ClJtton.
41K Pure Mathematics Fr!. 7.30 9.30 11
(Tutorial Class).
PURE A D APPLIED CHEMISTRY
APPLIED CHEMISTRY (GENERAL).
'l'ues. 7.30-8.30 25 G. A.Watson; H. Thomton.
'rue-, 8.3510.5 21 G. A.Watson; H ••Thomton.
Wed. 7.30-10.0 ~1 G. A.Watson; n. Thomton.
MOll. 7.30 10.0 10 P. O·Callallhnll.
Mon. 9.5-10.5 25 G. A. Watsun.
'fu~. 7.30-10.0 22 G. A. Wntson.
)fon. 7.309.0 22 O. A. "'at"'iln
Wed. 7.30 10.0 9 &: 10 P. J. O·Callnllhan.
Thurs. 7.30-8.30 25 n. ThorntoD : B. G Fagan.I }'ri. 7.30-10.0 22 n. Thornton : B. G. Pagan.
'.rbur~. 8 ~5-10.5 :!2 If 'l'hornton: B. G. F8ll8D.
TbuTiJ. 7.30 10.0 ~2 Il. G. Fagan ; H. Thomton.
Fr!. 7.3010.0 ~2 n. G. Fagan ; II. Thomt.en.
'rhllr., F'ri. .. 7.30-10.0 22 H. G. l'OgaD : n. Thomton.
PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY.
F u·.rn YEAR
46K Analysis-Y...
FOURTH YEAR
45K Orl;nuic hcmistrr alld
Technical Annly,i. ·IY.
FIRST YC.\R.
42K Inorganic hemi.try. Lecture
I J.aboratorr r.
Do.
PhYsics- 1.
TllIRD YE.\ll.
44K Inorganic Cbemi!'ltn". J..ecture
Chemical Analnis-III.
PhYsics-ll. ..
f:lECOKD YEAR
43 K Iuorl;lInic Chemistrl'. Lecture
'hcmical Annll'si.-II.
47K PhYAical -'hemislrr-Lcctme
Phr,ical hcml.t n'-Laboratory
Wed.
Wed.
7.3010.0
7.30 10.0
28
23
F. 1\'0lal1
F.. 'ol"n
No.
01
Courl;e
SUDJECT
]2
Day Jlllur TE.\CnER
INDUSTRIAL CHEMISTRY
SPECIALISED COURSES IN TECHNICAL ANALYSIS.
FOOD AND DRUGS.
48K I Technical Analysis ..
40K I Techn'cal Analysis ..
60K I Terhn'cal Analysis ••
Thurs. & FrI. I 7.3(}-10.0
OILS AND FATS
" I Thurs. &Frf. I 7.3010.0
GAS MANUFACTURE.
" I Thurs. & Frl. 7.30 10.0
22
22
22
n. G. Fagnn; H. Thomton.
n. G. Fagan; 1I. Thornton
B. G. Fagsn; 1I. Thornton
COURSE FOR DIPLOMA OF VETERINARY STATE MEDICINE EXAMINATION.
51K I 'l'echnlcal Analysis •. .• [ Thurs. &Frl. I 7.30 10.0 I 22 I B. G. Fagan; n. Thomton
TECHNOLOGY OF MA UFACTURES
BREWING SCIENCE AND CHEMISTRY OF FERMENTATION.
52K I Lecture and Laboratory . . .. I Mon. .. I O.O-R.O 23 I W. J. Looby.
INDUSTRIAL BACTERIOLOGY AND ENZYME CHEMISTRY.
63K I Lecture and Laboratory . . Tues... I 7.30-10.0 I 23 I W. J. Looby.
MILK PROCESSING AND MILK PRODUCTS MANUFACTURE.
54K I Lecture and Laboratory .. I )Jon. .. I 7.30-10.0 I I ~l. J. r;orman.
CEREAL CHEMISTRY AND FLOUR MILLING TECHNOLOGY.
55K I Lecture and Laboratory . . .. I 23 IW. J. Looby;
.r. H. Ferl: ISO I.
TECHNOLOGY OF PAINT AND VARNISH MANUFACTURE.
56K I Lecture and Laboratory .. .. I Wed. •• I 7.30-10.0 I 21 I G. A. Watson.
CHEMISTRY FOR PHOTOGRAPHY. PHOTO·MECHANICAL PROCESS WORK,
LITHOGRAPHY. ETC.
57K I Lecture and Laboratory . . Thurs... I 7.3(}-O.30 22 IF. ~olan
CHEMISTRY AND BOTANY FOR S'EEDSMEN.
6~K I Lecture and Laboratory . . .. I Frl. .. I 7.30-9.30 23 I W. J. Looby.
MEDICAL CHEMISTRY
60K Medic,,' ChcmJ.try· JAlct. ..
Do. Lab...
»0. TAb. ..
'" Wed.. Frl. "1 7.30 .30
Mon. 7.30 10.0
1"rl. R.30 11).0
25 P. J. Hurley.
21 I P. J. Hurley.
2l I 1'. J. lIurley.
Yo.
of ICourse Subject Day Rour Room Teacher
COURSES FOR PHARMACEUTICAL CHEMISTS
'LECTURE COURSE IN PHARMACEUTICAL CHEMISTRY.
GOK
(September to May).
ChemistrY and Physics. Lecture •. IMou. & Fri. I 7.3~8.30
.. .. Lab. (Optional! Mon. & Frl. 8.30-10.0
25
21 IP. J. Rurley.P. J. Rurley.
• POST-LECTURE COURSES IN PRACTICAL CHEMISTRY.
(September to January; JanullJ'Y to May; May to August).
6lK IChemical Laboratory
(120 hourS>.
G2K Botany
•• [ MOll .. Wed. I 7.0-10.0 21 1 P. J. Hurley.Thurs .. }'rt. H. Thomton.
'BOTANY
(Sevtember to May).
Thurs. I 7.0-8.30 23 I W. J. Loohy
'MATERIA MEDICA.
(September to May).
63K :lfaterla ~I dlCllo Tburs. •• I 8.30-9.30 23 Dr. .T. Sblet.
'Courses recotllllsed by the PhIlJ'maceutlcal Society of Ireland>.
PRACTICAL PHARMACY.
(Sevtember to January; January to ~Jay; ~Jay to August)
- I MOD.. Tues.
Thurs.. Fri.
I 7.3~10.0 IF. J. Barrllollry.
LANGUAGE COURSES
IRISH FOR STUDENTS OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY•
65K 'Irish •• .. I Wed. , 8.0-10.0 25 I W. J. J..oohy.
GERMAN FOR STUDENTS OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLCGY.
66K IGerman .. IMon. 8.0-10.0 28 \ W. O'Brlen.
Scholarships
THE FOY SCHOLAKSHIP L' APPLIED CHEMISTRY.
A former student of the City of Dublin :Municipal Technical
Schools, 1\1r. W. P. Arm trong, has established a Scholarship in
Chemistry to be called the" Foy Scholarship." The annual value ot
the Scholarship is about £20, being the proceeds of an investment ot
£ ')00 in Dublin Corporation Stock.
The Scholar hip is awarded each Se sion on the result of an
Examination in Chemistry, usually held in May. All students who
have attended regularly during two Sessions in the Chemistry De-
partment are eligible to compete, and \ the student to whom the
Scholarship is awarded must pursue his studies in the Chemi. try
Department during the following Session.
THE DUBLIN MECHAJ. ICS' J IS] ITCTE
SCHOLARSHIPS.
The Residuary Fund of the Dublin :Mechanic ) Institute has bel,~
made a\'ailable for Industrial Scholarships under the management of
the Technical Education Committee.
Three Scholarship will be awarded annually-one in the Mechalll-
cal Engineering Group, onc in the Electrical Engineering and Phy ic
Group, and one in the Building Trades Group. The Scholarships are
tenable for three years, and are value about £3 each per year.
Candidates must be engaged in an Operative Trade as Apprentic·:s
or Learners. They must be between the ages of ] 6 and 19, and mu t
have attended a Technical Course during the preceding)School Session
and made 80 per cent. of the po sible attendance in two of the ub-
jects of the Course in which they are entered.
MULLIGA J SCHOLARSHIPS,
s a re ult of a bequest by the late John 1\1ulligan, Managing
Director of the Hibernian Bank, and for many years Chairman of
the City of Dublin Technical Education Committee, approximately
25 Scholarship of £1 each will be awarded annually.
The awards will be made on the re ults of the Second Year Course
Examination of the Department of 'ducation to succe'sful students
having the best record of attendance.
School
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of Wireless Telegraphy
DAY AND EVE.TI 'G COCRSES FOR THE TRAL II TG
A. D CERTIFICATIO.J OF SEA-GOL TG
'WIRELESS OPERATORS.
Technical Iilldlo I..ceture-Section .\.
Technical RMlfo Lecture-Section H.
Direction !o'indillg Tbeory- Section A...
Practical Radio' Instruction and Exer-
cises- Section A.
Section H.
Electricity and )ragnetlsm-~ectloll11.
Rules and Regnlalions ..
Te:erra)lhr and Tmftlc l>rnciice
DAY COURSE.
Day JIour I Room Tt;AcnER
'J'UCH., \Ved .. (l'ri. 11.3012.30 11 H. llodgeuR.
:\fOlI., \\"cd .. Frl. .. 3.0-4.0 11 11. 11odgeos.
Mon. Thurs. 11.30-12.30 11 11. ilodgeus.
'J'U(;A .• ThurR. 3.0-4.0 11 11. Bodgeus.
'rue!i.. 'fhurR. 2.0-3.0 11 H. Hodgen•.
Moo .. Thu1'8. 11.30 '12.30 12 E. :l10rton.
'fues.. Wed .. }'ll. 11.30-12.30 ]2 W. }'egan.
Tuerl.. 'l'hurJ~. 2.0-4.0 13 ,T. V. Honan.
])ally 10.0-11.30 13 H. Hodgeus
"ud and
I 2.0-4.0 13 .T. \. lIonao.
---
Ff)rtni~hllr exnmlnr.tlo" te"t. will be held in all subJech.
'Praclh in tnkinl: and worklllll out bearings dail)'.
EVENING COURSE
SUU.JEC£ Day llour Room T.EAOBEB
Telellraphy Prnctke (including handling
ot radlo·tclellraIllll) Mon. 7.30-9.30 13 J. V. 11onan.
\\'ed. 7.30-9.30 13 J. V. Honan.
'rbw'!i. 7.30-9.30 13 J. V. UOIl&n.
"Teclmlcal and Practical Radio Tucs. 7.30-9.30 11 IT. }Jodgens.
Electricity and lIlagnetlsm l!·rl. 7.30 9.30 II P. O·Callallhall.
'Direction Finding Thc'Orr and Practil'e Includcd in Course tor JRL ('I"" l' -rllftcale.
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Courses and Syllabuses
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING, WIRELESS TELE_
GRAPHY, APPLIED PHYSICS AND CHEMISTRY.
INTRODUCTORY COURSE (ELECTRICAL).
Subjects:
ENGLISH.
WORKSHOP ARITHMETIC.
ELEMENTARY SCIE CE, or
PRACTICAl. DRAWING.
ENGLISH.
Grammar-parts of peech-punctuation-letter and essay writing
-notetaking-dictation and reading from technical journals-lec-
tures on simple electrical apparatus and machinery.
WORKSHOP ARITHMETIC.
Signs and symbols-factors and powers-G.C.M. and L.e.M.
fractions, simpl ification and conversion to decimals-decimals and
metric system-percentage -ratio and proportion-units of length-
mensuration of rectangles, parallelograms, triangles, circles, cylinders
and cones-practical methods of calculating areas and volumes-units
of weight and specific gravity-evaluation of simple formulae u ed in
electrical engineering.
ELEMENTARY SCIENCE.
Units-length, area, volume and mass. Force and moment of a
force-lever-balancc. Density. States of matter and change of
state. Pressure. Heat and temperature. Centigrade and Fahren-
heit scales. Demonstration of effect of heating solids, liquids and
gases-e. pansion, conduction, convection and radiation. Evaporation
~d boiling. The Calorie-specific heat. Distinction between chemical
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and physical changes. Study of nature and action of air. Heating
of metals in air-change of appearance and weight-rusting of iron-
meaning or burning or combustion. Inactive and active constituents
of air. Preparation of oxygrn and examination of its properties-
meaning of burning or combustion. Inactive and active constituents
paration of hydrogen and examination of properties. Oxidation of
hydrogen. Action of metals on acids--sulphuric, nitric and hydro-
chloric acids. Elementary ideas on formation of salts with mention
of 'Copper ulphate, ammonium chloride, silver nitrate, and zinc
chlorade. Decompo ition of water by the electric current and
identificl1tion of the products of decomposition-relative amounts of
o.')'gen and hydrogen evolved. Production of an electric current-
u ing any two dissimilar metals and a mineral acid. • Tece sary ele-
ments of a primary cell. Magnetism-propertirs of a magnet-line
of force_magnetic field. Magnetisation of iron. Comparison of
magnetic properties of soft iron and hard steel. Magnetic field
around a straight current-carrying conductor-circular conductor-
solenoid. Polarity of solenoid. Electromagnet and electric bell.
Ledanche and Daniell cells-examination of-determination of
po itive and negative pole -conventional direction of current-
polarisation. Potential-analogy of "head of water" and" current
strength" of water Row with electrical potential and current. Con-
tinuous fall of potential in the direction of current. Chemical effect
of current-revision-passage of current through acidulated water-
anode and kathode. Copper voltameter (expt.). General effect of
electrolysis-electrolyte. Definition of ampere in terms of electro-
deposition of copper (silver). Conductors and insulators. Resistance
-ohm defined. Potential-volt defined (assuming Ohm's law).
Electric Circuit-u e of ammeter and voltmeter-general statement
of Ohm's law. Application of Ohm's law to whole Or part of circuit.
The" Polari ation Effect" in cells. Secondary cells-Iead-Iead-acid
accumulator-no KM.F. between two plates of lead immersed in
dilute ulphuric acid, or hetween any two similar metals in contact
with an electrolyte. Charging process-conversion of lead plates into
two dissimilar plates by oxidation of one of tllem. "Forming"-
examination of "formed" plates. The" discharge "-examination
of plate in" discharged" condition. Elemenary ideas of "capacity"
of an ac umulator. Con truction of the commercial torage cell.
Battery K 1.F.-cells in cries. Battery E.M.F.-cell in parallel.
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Resistances in series and in parallel. Resistance of a cell. Calibration
of an ammeter (copper voltameter). Calibration of a voltmeter (using
standard resistance and ammeter). l\1easurement of resistance by the
ammeter -voltmeter method. Heating effect of a current. Elec-
trical heating appartus. Variation of resistance with change of tem-
perature of pure metals, alloys, carbon and electrolytes. Use of
ichromc. Mangane.~, etc., in making resistance coils. Joule's Law
-Joule defined-relation between the Calories and the Joule. Glow
lamps and arc lamp. Electromagnetism and electromagnetic induc-
tion-Lenz's law.
PRACTICAL DRAWING.
Use and care of instruments-scales-lettering and simple geo-
metrical exerci es on lines and circles-projections of solids-free-
hand sketching and measurement of models-methods of making
drawings of simple parts of machines and apparatus.
FIRST YEAR COURSE IN ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING PRACTICE.
Subjects:
ELECTRICAL E:\'GI:-JEERING.
l\1ATHEI\1ATICS, MECHANICS AND DRAWIN~;.
(PHYSICS FOR ELECTRICIA.rs).
ELECTRICAL E GI EERING.
FIRST YE,\R.
Phenomena of electric charge and currents-lines of force-types
of magnetic fields-electro-magnets, permanent magnets, and their
applications-conductors and insulators-difference of potential-
primary ell -volts. amperes, and ohms-Ohm's law-galvanometers
-ammeters, and voltmeters-resi tance and method of measurement
-specific re istance-temperature co-officient-thermal effects of cur-
rents-incandescent lamps; attainment of steady temperature-
simple photometry-fuses-heaters and radiators-Joule's, "Vatt's,
and B.O.T. units-Coulombs-potential and other factors governing
size of cables-description and grading of cables-electric arc-
switches-chemical effects of a current-electro-deposition-secondary
cell and batteries-internal resistance-divided circuits and currents
-grouping of cells-electro-magnetic induction-spark coil-simple
action of the dynamo.
SCIL CE, MATHEMATICS, A D DRAWl TG.
(Physics for Electricians).
nit -length, area, volume and mass. Force and moment of a
iorce-Iever-balance-weighing density. States of matter and
change of state. Properties of materials. Strength, hardness,
renacity, divisibility, ductility, elasticity, porosity. Liquids-capil-
Larity, absorption of water by various materials. Exclusion of water
by impregnation and protective coverings. Solvents and solutions.
Pressure. Heat and temperature. Centigrade and Fahrenheit
scale. Demon tration of effect of heating solids, liquids and ga es.
Expansion. Transfer of heat by conduction, connection and radia-
tion. Evaporation and boiling. Calorie-specific heat. Distinction
between chemical and physical changes. Study of nature and action
of air. Heating of metal in air-ru ting of iron-meaning of
burning and combu tion. Inactive and active constituents of air.
Preparation of oxygen and examination of its properties-oxidation-
oxides. Preparation of hydrogen and examination of its properties.
Oxidation of hydrogen. Action of metals on acids-sulphuric, nitric,
and hydrochloric-acids- alt formation. Decomposition of water by the
electric current-identification of products of decomposition. Produc-
tion of electric current using any two dissimilar metals and a mineral
acid. Revision. Force. Work done by a force. Transformation of
'Vork into Heat energy. Var:ou forms of energy. Conservation of
energy. Transformation of chemical into electrical energy. Trans-
formation of electrical energy into various forms. Mechanics: Con-
crete illustrations of electrical and mechanical forces-parallelogram
of forces-re olving forces-triangle and polygon of forces. Moments,
parallel force, centres of gravity, loaded beam. Couples. Electrical
and mechanical examples. ~lathematics: Fractions and decimals-
curtailment of unnecessary figures. Measurement and calculation of
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perimeters, cross-sectional areas, surfaces, volumes, and weights of
simple details of apparatus in metric and British systems. The
triangle, rectangle, circle, cylinder, cone and frustrum. Square root.
Percentage. Sine, cosine, and values for 0, 30, 45, 60 and 90 degrees.
Use of table. Drawing: Simple geometrical figures and hexagons.
ellipses and polygons to scale from specified dimension to illustrate
distributing networks.
SECOND YEAR COURSE IN ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING PRACTICE.
Subjects:
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING.
MATHEl\IATICS.
MACHINE DRAWI~G.
ELECTRICAL ENGI JEERING.
SECO. D YEAR.
Practical units for current, voltage, resistance power and energy-
Ohm's law-resistances in series and parallel-measurement of
re istances-Wheatstone bridge--use of megger-ohm-meter and
generator, and voltmeter for measuring in ulation resistance-prin-
ciples of commercial measut;ing instrument --electrical and mechanical
properties of conductors and insulators--magnetic induction-simple
theory of the dynamo--construction and functions of different parts
of direct current dynamo-shunt series and compound windings-·
deduction of the formulae for generated volts-motors, general prin·
ciples of action-starters and regulators-reversal rotation in series-
shunt and compound wound motors-commonly occurring faults and
wrong connections- ccondary cells, installation and maintenance,
direct current transmi sion and distribution circuits-simple cal-
culations thrreon·-types of electric lamps-illumination tests and
calculations-alternating currents-single phase-elementary theory
of construction of alternator-frequency-effect of self-induction and
capacity-lag and lead-choking roil-resi tance and impedence-
power in single-phase circuits, inductive and non-inductive-principlc
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of action of the transformer-A.C. motors-elementary treatment of
the production of a rotating magnetic field by two and three-phase
currents in order to explain the action of induction motors.
MATHEMATICS.
SECOND YEAR.
Logarithms and log-tables-cube root by logarithms-use of
logarithms in calculations of amount of electrical energy supplied te
motors and circuits, and weights and costs of machine parts-values
ofAx and Ebx-areas by squared paper and Simpson's rule-ratio
of area to perimeter and bearing on economy of copper wire-area
of a sine current half-wave and ratio of its average to its maximum
value-equations-examples involving simple equations-finding D
and L knowing D2L and D II.r-determining X and Y knowing
1IX+ 1/Y, Y and XY, as required in testing the insulation resistance
of two-wire circuits-trigonometry-radian measure-relation be-
tween degrees and radians-angular velocity of current or voltage
vectors and their instantaneous values-meaning of the form I sine
(at-g)--geometrical proofs for expanded forms of sin (A+B) and
cos (A+B) in terms of sines and cosines of A and B, and verification
from trigometrical tables-graphs of trigonometrical and exponential
functions, and of such algebraical functions as value ofAX+ BX
with respect to value of X. Mechanics: The lever, pulley-block.
screw-jack, hydraulic pres --mechanical advantage-resultant pull of
field-magnet poles upon armature core-velocity and acceleration;
lil1ear and angular--Iaw connecting force, mass and acceleration-
work, energy, and power-calculation of brake-horse-power-
efficiency-friction-calculation of brush friction loss-energy of
rotating masses, as parts of a flywheel-centrifugal force-simple
balancing of rotating masses-general principles of fluid pressure.
MACHINE DRAWING.
SECOND YEAR.
Freehand diagrammatic sketches of electrical apparatus, and the
conventional drawing of circuits and connections, such as those asso-
ciated with measuring instruments, storage batteries, and direct
current machines. Freehand and scale drawings of bearings, shaft,
armature core, field-magnets, brush holders, switches, and other simple
parts of direct current machines.
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THIRD YEAR COURSE IN ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING PRACTICE.
Subjects ..
ELECTRICAL ENGI TEERINli.
ApPLIED MECHANICS.
POWER PLANTS A~D PRODUCERS.
ELECTRICAL E GI EERI G.
fHIRD YEAR.
1I1aterials: Conductors; electrical and mechanical properties, re-
~istivity, conductivity, temperature effects-insulators, properties,
temperature and moisture effects. Electrical Circuit : Units-
Ohm's law-parallel and series circuits-energy-drop in P.D. in
ieeders-Kirchoff's laws. 1I1agnetic lI1aterials: Properties of iron
and steel-hysteresis and permeability-laws of and calculations on
magnetic circuits. Instruments: Principles of type of ammeters,
voltmeters, wattmeters and watt-hour-meters--calibration and tests-
measurement of resi tances--test set. Generators: Principles of
armature windings-armature reaction and commutation-shunt and
series and compound dynamo ; losses, operation, test alld charac-
teristics. Motors: Principles, force, torque, B.H.P.--series shunt
and compound motQrs; los es, characteristic curve, efficiencies and
~ests-motor starters, controllers, speed control-parallel running of
machines-batteries: types, maintenance and uses-tran mission of
power; systems and efficiencies-distributing system and auxiliary
plant, boosters, balancers, etc. Electrical Lighting: Lamps; types
used, construction and efficiencies-principles of photometry and of
illumination. Traction: Motor used; control, speed-time curves,
etc.
APPLIED MECHANICS n.
SECOND YEAR.
See Syllabus under Third Year of Course In Mechanical
Engineering.
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MATHEMATICS Ill.
THIRD YEAR.
Indice -logarithms and slide rule-Napierian logs-simple equa-
tions, simultaneous equations, quadratic equations-use of formulae-
mi cellaneous problems in solution of triangles-plotting of functions.
Curves Y=A sine (Cx+d), and Y=- Ae BX-study of Curve
Y=Ae D'< sine (Cx+d), simple harmonic motion-graphic solution of
equation-determination of mean values and areas. Vector Algebra:
Scalar and vector quantities--addition of vectors-use of + and -
igns-relative velocity-multiplication of vectors-scalar quantity-
resultant of two parallel forces-multiplication of vectors-scalar
product of two vectors-commutative law-perpendicular and
parallel vectors-rule of signs-orthogonal projection-re olution of
forces-projection of the sides of a closed polygon--di tributive law
for scalar products--use of brackets-field of a vector-flux of a
vector across a surface-vector products-rule of signs-application
to magnetic field. Rotating Vectors: Representation of alternating
quantities by rotating vectors-vector diagrams. Application of
vector algebra to solution of D.e. and A.C. problems.
FOURTH AND HIGHER YEARS' COURSES IN
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING PRACTICE.
Subjects:
ELECTRICAL ENCINEERINO.
l\1ATHEl\IATICS.
POWER PI_ t\ TS A. TO PRODUCERS.
ELECTRICAL E_ GINEERING.
FOURTH A"O HIGHER YEARS.
G neral consideration of alternating KM.F. and current-maxi-
mum R.M.S. and average values-inductance, reactance, and
impedance-capacity and condensers-vectors and their application to
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A.C. circuits-power and power factor-iron, properties and mea-
surement of losses in iron-wave forms and harmonies-production
of polyphase currents, three-phase circuits-power in polyphase cir-
cuits, methods of measurement of power-rotating fields-
transformer; construction, types principles, performance, tests-auto-
transformer; principle and uses-transformer connections, phase-
transformations-alternators; construction, principles, performance
and tests-armature windings, common types-synchronous motors,
principles, performance and tests-methods of starting and syn-
chronising-induction motor; construction, types, principles and per-
formance-vector and circle diagrams, tests-rotary converter;
principle, voltage, ratios, performance and use.-commutator motors;
general principles of operation-repulsion motors; principles of opera-
tion-motor converters; principles of operation-transmission;
voltage drop due to resistance capacity and inductance--eomparison
of efficiency of methods of transmission.
MATHEMATICS.
FOURTH YEAR.
Simultaneous equations of three unknowns-simple cast's of the
binomial theorem-values of sin 2A and cos 2A in terms of sin A and
cos A-value of tan (A-I- B) in terms of tan A and tan B-values of
sin A -I-sin Band CQS A -I-cos B in terms of the sines and cosines of
half the sum or difference of A and B-solution of triangles-sum of
the series sin a+sin (a+d)+sin (a+2d) ... to n terms--ealculation
of hysteretic co-efficient from hysteresis curve of sample of iron-
graph of I=Aeat+sin mt; t being time and 1 current-measurement
of slope at a point on sine and other curves such as those representing
y=eX and y=eax-simple differentiation with respect to x, of forms
such as ax" and ax"; n being 1, 2, 3, or 4: a sin x,
a cos x, a tan x; a sin bx, a cos bx, a tan bx; log x-simple integra-
tion of forms such as ax" and ax" in which n=l, 2, 3, or 4;
a sin bx, a cos bx, a sin 2X , a cos 2x-integration between limits such
as is involved in determining area of a half sine wave, strength of
the magnetic field outside a straight conductor carrying a current,
'insulation resistance of a cable, temperature rise in machine parts.
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POWER PLA TTS AND PRODUCERS.
FOURTH YEAR.
Steam: Fuels, solid and oil-calorific power-heat transmISSIOn
in steam boilers; effects of deposits and incrustation-types of land
boilers-choice of boiler to suit character of fuel, restrictions of space
and required output-boiler mountings-superheaters, economisers,
feed water-heaters, boiler feed pumps of different makes, injectors-
hand toking, mechanical stokers-natural and forced draught-
testing, examination and upkeep of boilers-lay-out of a boiler house.
Reciprocating Steam Engines: Description of present-day types-
peculiarities of high-speed engines used in electrical plants-forced
lubrication-'-valve gears and valve setting-governors; governing for
special and fluctuating loads-fly-wheels-jet and surface condensers
-air and circulating pumps-maintenance of vacuum-cooling towers
-pipe lines, lagging, provision for expansion and drainage-water
hammcr--steam traps and separators-connection of boiler and engine
house-lay-out of an electrical generating station-indicators, calcula-
tions, I.H.P. and RH.P.-measurement of feed and condensing water
-steam consumption per I.H.P., B.H.P., and kilowatt hour. Loco-
motive Engine: Conditions affecting the design of locomotives-train
rrsistance on the level, on curves and on incliaes-tractive power and
draw-bar power-adhesion on dry and wet rails-distribution of
weight, centre of gravity and wheel arrangements-balancing for re·
volving and reciprocating masses-valves and valve gears-Iocorr.otive
boilers-superheaters and feed water-heaters-special valves, fittings,
lubricators, etc.-vacuum and air brakes. Steam Turbines: Types,
operation and care of steam turbines-lubrication, governing, etc.
Internal Combustion Engines: Description, starting, operation and
care of gas oil engines-indicator diagrams, calculations of power,
gas and oil con umption per brake horse-power hour-calorific powers
of oils and gases-Diesel engines-the Still and other special engine
types. Water Turbines: Choice of a particular type-lay-out of
hydro-electric plant.
Arrangements will be made at suitable times for visits to power-
houses and important engineering works in the city and vicinity.
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FIRST YEAR COURSE IN ELECTRICAL
INSTALLATION WORK.
Subjects:
ELECTRICAL \VIRING (LECTURES).
ELECTRICAL WIRING (PRACTICAL WORK).
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING.
PHYSICS FOR ELECTRICIA TS.
ELECTRICAL WIRING (LECTURES).
FIRST YEAR.
Electricity: Elementary principles of electricity and magnetism as
applicable to installation work. Conductors: The standard wire
gauge-simple problems relating to current-carrying capacity and
voltage drop in copper wires and cables. Resistance Wires: Pro-
perties of resistance materials in common use-methods of winding
and connecting resistance spirals and installation of resistances.
Fuse Wires: Properties of materials in common use-precaution in
installing. Insulators: Porcelain, pure and vulcanised rubber, paper,
slate, marble, fibre, etc.-insulation of ingle and twin wires on
rubber and paper cables up to t square inch size, or its equivalent.
Wiring Systems: Cleats, insulators, wood casing, surface wiring,
metal piping, and conduits-details of handling material, fixing in
position, running of wires-return systems. Connections to distri-
bution boards, cut-outs, ceiling roses, lamp holders, switches (in-
cluding two-way and two-way intermediate switches), fuse -wiring
of fittings and other consuming devices. Testing: Use of the test
lamp and detector for sorting out circuits-pole finding. Bells: In-
stallation of electric bells and simple indicator. Lamps: Carbon
and metal filament lamps; currents and voltages required. Electrical
Machinery: Principles of the action of C.C. dynamos and motors.
Buildings: Precautions when cutting away for installation work in
buildings. Plans: Plotting out runs of wires and cables on plans
provided.
ELECTRICAL WIRING (PRACTICAL WORK).
FIRST YEAR.
Methods of handling wire and cable-soldering iron and blow lamp
-methods of tinning and heating fluxes-sweating and preparing
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thimble and lugs-making the following joints :-Running, end to
end, T and Y in 1/18,3/22,7/16, 19/16-connecting to ceiling
roses, switche . sockets, and other accessories-methods of connecting
flexibles-insulating joints-preparation of ends-looping in-cutting,
screwing, and bending metal pipes and conduits-bending and con-
necting up metal-sheathed wires.
ELECTRICAL El GINEERI G AND PHYSICS FOR
ELECTRICIA IS.
FIRST YEAR.
See Syllabuses under First Year Course in Electrical Engineering.
SECOND AND THIRD YEAR COURSES IN
ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION WORK.
Subjects:
ELECTRICAL WIRI TG (LECTURES).
ELECTRICAL WIRING (PRACTICAL WORK).
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING.
MACHINE DRAWING.
ELECTRICAL WIRING (LECTURES).
SECO:-;'D /I~D THIRD YEARS.
In addition to the subjects of First Year the following will be dealt
with: Wiring Rules of the Institution of Electrical Engineers and
Regulations of the Home Office-insulation testing with ohm-meter
and generator, or other testing instruments-location and repair of
faults-details of cables, switches and cut-outs in general use and
carrying capacities-rating of fuses-connecting-up motors and dy-
namos and methods of altering speed and rotation-three-wire system
and lamp and power connections thereon-care and maintenance of
secondary batterie -more extended knowledge of principles governing
earthing of metal portions of installations-precautions to be taken
again t; unsuitable switches, fittings, etc.; insufficient earthing of iron
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plplI1g, motors, etc.; dampness in exposed cables or outside wiring-
vulcanising concentric and other special ystems-drawing up wiring
schedule for small installation-erection and running of small isolated
plants, including oil or gas engine, dynamo, and secondary battery-
principles and connections of electrical cooking and heating apparatus,
signs and flashers, time switches, and small motor-driven appliances-
energy consumed by electric cooking and heating apparatus and ad-
vantages or disadvantages compared with other means of heating and
cooking-wiring up and connecting simple telephones and inter-
communication system. Drawinq: Plans, elevations, sections and
dimensioned sketches roughly to scale.
ELECTRICAL \VIRING (PRACTICAL \VORK).
SECO m AND THIRD YEARS.
More advanced work on the matters included in the Syllabus for
the First Year, and in addition: Joints on cables up to i square inch
sectional area-jointing and connecting lead-covered cables, including
V.R., or paper insulated concentrics-making and installing fuses of
various capacities-wiring of more complex circuits-working and
connecting up of metal-sheathed wires, and cables-making of working
sketches from diagram.
ELECTRICAL E GINEERING.
SECOND YEAR.
See Syllabus under Second Year Course in Electrical Engineel'ing.
CABLE JOINTING.
FIRST AND HIGHER YEARS.
Low tension, high tension and extra high ten ion cables. Con-
centric cables. Preparation of ends for jointing. Straight through
joints on L.T. single core, twin core, 3-core and 4-core cables. Tee-
joints on above. Making of sleeves for joints. Correct method of
filling sleeves with insulating compound. Joints on single core, twin
core, 3-core, and 4-core concentric cables. Joints on H.T. and
E.H.T. cables.
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ELECTRIC WELDING.
FIRST A 'D HIGHER YEARS.
Details of equipment-care and maintenance of plant-precautions
in use. Correct sizes of electrodes and current density for various
purposes. Electric arc travel for various kinds of work. Types of
joints and their preparation for arc welding. Perpendicular line of
welding and overhead welding. Cutting with the arc. Jointing of
plates, bars and tubes.
FIRST YEAR COURSE IN TECHNICAL TELEGRAPHY.
Subjects:
TECHNICAL TELEGRAPHY.
MAGNETISM AND ELECTRICITY.
TECHNICAL TELEGRAPHY.
FIRST YEAR.
Telegraph Instruments: Principles and construction of \Vheat-
stone's A B C, single needle, sounder (ordinary and polarised), keys,
relays, and simple switches. Galvanometers: Astatic, differential,
tangent, Thomson, and suspended coil-shunts and their use.
Resistance Coils: Construction of, gauge and kind of wire for,
methods of winding and insulating, effect of temperature variation.
Condensers: Construction and testing of; uses in the simpler tele-
graph systems-inspection and testing of telegraph instruments.
Telegraph Lines: Aerial, underground, and submarine; construction
of, and relative advantages-testing instruments and methods of
using in the simpler tests; apparatus employed by linemen-faults;
their nature, general principles of localisation. Telegraph Systems:
Simpler systems of manual telegraphy, including single and double
current duplex, common battery systems and universal working; also
simple methods of cable telegraphy. Miscellaneous: Earth currents;
nature of, and methods of preventing disturbance therefrom-methods
of protecting I ines and apparatus from (a) lightning, (b) power circuit
currents. Suitable illustrative diagrams will be systematically intro-
duced.
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MAG ETISM AND ELECTRICITY.
Magnetism: Magnets and magnetic substances-action of mag-
nets on one another-north and south poles and magnetic axi of a
magnet-magnetic meridan-·-magnetic field-lines of force; their
delineation by iron filings or a small compas -magnetic induction-
magnetic qualities of hard steel and soft iron-effects of the intro-
duction of soft iron into a magnetic field-method' of magnetisation
by permanent magnets-distribution of magnetism in magnets-effect
of breaking or sub-dividing a magnet-effect of the keeper of a magnet
on the di. tribution of the lines of force-terrestrial magneti m-
mariners' compa s; declination, dip: magnetic pole and equator-
general explanation of the behaviour of compass and dip needle on the
assumption that the earth is a magnet-direction of the earth's mag-
netic force at a place-horizontal and vertical components of the
force-diurnal and secular variation. Electrostatics: Electrification
by friction-positive and negative electrification-simultaneous deve-
lopment of positive and negative charges in equal quantiiie-
-attraction and repulsion-electric charge or electric quantity-the
gold leaf electroscope-conductors-non-conductoro-distribution of
electricity 011 conductors-hollow conductors-point -difference of
potential-analogies with temperature, level, and pressure-work
done by or against electric forces-electric field-electro tatic induc-
tion-electrostatic capacity-Leyden jar and plate condenser-electro-
phorous-frictional electric machine-influence machines-electric
discharge. Electric Currents: Simple voltaic cells-local action and
polarisation-constant cells-general description of the chemical
action taking place in the most common forms of cells-electrolysis-
electromotive force (potential difference)-electric circuit, current, and
resistance-connection of cells in series and in parallel-Ohm's law
and its application to simple circuits-ampere, volt, ohm-magnetic
field due to a current in a straight wire ~nd in a circular coil-
Iersted's experiment-galvanometer-forces acting on the needle of a
galvanometer-advantages of an astatic pair of needle - uspended
coil instruments-the heating effect of a current in a conductor-
clectro magnets-·induction of electromotive force by moving con-
ductors in magnetic fields.
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SECOND YEAR COURSE IN TECHNICAL
TELEGRAPHY.
Subject:
TECH IlCAL TELEGRAPHY.
SECO:\'D YE.o\R.
Construction: Testing of materials employed-aerial lines; factor
of safety; stres es on poles; static and kinetic stresse on wires; law
connecting sag and stress-regulation of wires-underground lines;
modern practice--submarine lines; manufacture, laying, and re·
pairing internal wiring of large telegraph offices. Telegraph Instru-
ments: Wheatstone apparatus. Creed, Hughes, Baudot, the siphon
recorder, the undulator and cable relays; general principles of con-
~truction. Trle.ql·oph S~'ste11ls: Wheatstone, quadruplex, type-
printing telegraphs-concentration-inter-communication and corn-
mO!l battery systems-methods of working long submarine cables
-superimpo ed circuit -simultaneous telegraphy and telephony.
Repeaters: Principles of, implex and duplex; forked and divided
quadruplex. Tele.qraphic Transmission: Effects of capacity and in-
ductance in circuits-method of reducing, compensating for, and
eliminating same-laws governing the speed of working on long
aerial, underground, and submarine lines. Testing: Wheatstone
bridge-tangent, balli tic and reRecting galvanometer -ammeter -
voltmeters-bridge megger-theory, construction, and methods of use
-localisation of earths, contacts, and disconnection on line wires-
capacity, re i tance, inductance, and in ulation mea urement-mea-
urement of resistance and KM.F. of batteries. lFireless (or Radio)
Telegraphy: Theory-principal ystems in use-construction of aerial
gear-transmitting and receiving apparatu -wave measuring devices
111zscelloneous: Variable period of a current-Helmholtz's equation~
-Kirchoff' and Maxwell's laws-electra-magnet coils, simplc
formulae for-Suitable illu trative diagrams will be ystematically
introduc d.
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FIRST YEAR COURSE IN TECHNICAL TELEPHONY.
Subject:
MAGNETISl\T A'D ELECTRICITY.
TECHNICAL TELEPHO Y.
FIRST YEAR.
Telephone Instruments: Various transmitters and receivers in
common use-eonstruction and principles of transformers, keys, im-
pedance coil , repeating coils, magneto and other bells, magneto
generators, indicators; jacks, relays, condensers, and other minor
apparatus. Telephone Lines: Aerial and underground, construction
of-electrostatic and electromagnetic disturbances, methods of elimi-
nating-advantages of metallic circuits-testing of metallic circuits,
instruments employed and methods of using them in the simpler tests
-apparatus employed by linemen-faults, their nature-general
principles of localisation. Telephone Systems: The simpler systems
of telephony, including the principles of common battery and trunk
working-the simpler types of tandard witchboards-magneto and
central energy. Protective Devices: Methods of protecting lines
and apparatus from (a) lighting, (b) power circuit currents. Suitable
illustrative diagrams will be sy tematically introduced.
MAGNETISM A D ELECTRICITY.
(See Syllabus for First Year Technical Telegraphy).
SECOND YEAR COURSE IN TECHNICAL TELEPHONY.
Subject:
TECn ICAL TELEPHO Y.
SECOND YEAR.
Construction: Testing of materials employed-aerial lines-
modern practice-stresses on poles-static and kinetic stresse on
wi res, law connecting sag and stress, regulation of wires-factors of
safety-underground and submarine lines, modern practice. Tele-
phone Apparatus: Construction and theory of telephonic apparatus
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generally, methods of use and maintenance, various forms of trans-
mitters and receivers, tests for efficiency, subscribers' sets. Telephone
Systems: Manual Exchanges; magneto and common battery, com-
plete multiple, partial multiple, divided multiple, transfer, method of
ringing, engaged tests-lay-out of exchanges, equipment, including
frame, racks, sections, desks, apparatus and power plant-automatic
exchanges, general principles of-party line systems; circuit exchange
equipment, subscriber' tation equipment-private branch exchanges,
" hou e " system, pay stations, coin-collecting boxes-junction cir-
cuits; methods of working between local exchanges in same area and
between trunk and local exchange -trunk circuits; exchange equip-
ment, circuits, methods of working, signalling, recording calls-
super-imposed or multiplex circuits-simultaneous telegraphy and
telephony on the same wires, practical systems and theory of. Tele-
phonic Transmission: Limiting factors-attenuation and distortion
-loading-Pupin's and other formulae-effects of leakage-con-
ductance-comparative efficiencies of wires of various materials and
gauges, open, underground, and submarine. Testing: Wheatstone
bridge-tangent, ballistic and reAecting galvanometers-ammeters-
voltmeters-theory, con truction, and methods of use-localisation of
earths, contact-, and disconnections on line wires-capacity, resistance,
inductance, and in ulation mea urements-measurement of resistance
and E.M.F. of batteries-Po t Office Morning Test system (for long-
di tance lines). 1I1iscellaneous: Kirchoff' and Maxwell's laws-
electra-magnet coils, simple formulae for telephone repeaters.
Suitable illustrative diagram will be systematically introduced.
TELEGRAPHY-MORSE SOUNDER PRACTICE.
In thi class instruction will be given in the manipulation of the
Mor'e Sounder and the reception and transmission of messages, up to
the speed required by the Post Office. Instruction will al 0 be given
in Po t Office telegraphic regulations. signalling procedure, etc.
INSTRUMENT MAKING AND LABORATORY ARTS.
INSTRUME IT MAKING.
.FIRST A:-iD HIGHER YEAR.
111aterials : Metals-alloys-woods-insulating material -me-
chanical propertie of each and suitability for different purpos s.
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Tools: Varieties and uses-making and setting-defects and treat-
ment. Processes: Filing-bending-soldering-welding-polishing
-lacquering-surface finishing-drilling-tapping-silvering. Lathe
Work: Turning, tapering-bevelling-mill-heading-screw-cutting.
Fine JFork : se of phosphor-bronze and quartz filament-
mounting of spider threads-silvering of glass. Design alld
Construction of Instruments: General mehcanical principles-
levers-spring -screws-periodic and aperiodic, ballistic and dead-
beat system-dimensions and proportion -workmanship and finish.
Weighing Scales: Considerations of range of reading-factors deter-
mining sensitivity-precision and accuracy-systems of control-
gravity-tension-torsion-spring. Special Work: Construction of
fixed and variable inductances, condensers and other parts for wireless
receiving set -design and construction of panels and switchboards for
such sets u ing two, three or more valves-general a sembling of all
component parts of wireless systems.
GLASS BLOWI! G OF TECH ICAL APPARATUS.
Prelilllill{(f"j' Considerations: Tools, Blo\vpipe, Files and Knives,
Flame, Cleaning of Glass.
General 0 pcratiolls: Cutting Soft Glass, Cutting Hard Glas ,
Concentric Capillaries, Constricting a Tube. Rotation of the T lIbe,
Flanging, Bending Glass.
ElementarJ' erviCfs: Joining Tubing End to End (Equal bore),
Joining Two Tubes (Unequal bore), T-pieces and Angle joint,
Bulb at End of Tube, Bulb in middle of Tube.
111ore A rival/ad Exercises: Spinning Gh s, Thistle Funnel Let-
through Joint, Gash-washing 1 ube, Suction Pump, Capillary Tubes,
Thermometers, Joint III Position, Cro'S Joints, Joints on Thin
Glass or Glas e of Different Hardne, -Tub '.
Special Operations: Condcnsers, Spirals, Cone-and-sockct Joint,
Cylindrical Dewar-ves~els, Silvering of Glas. imple manipulation:
with hard glas' in the oxygen Rame, Glass-ta-metal eal an I Joints,
Electrocles, Copper to Glass Joints.
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NOTICE.
Students of the Electrical Engineering Classes are advised to read
the regulation relating to the examination for the Associate hip of
the In titution of Electrical Engineers.
It may be pointed out here that Part n., i.e., the profes ional
section of the examination, is exempt to holders of the following
Certificates: -
Cit)' alld Guilds of London Institute-A Pass in the final grade
in (0) Electrical Engineering, or (b) Telegraphy, or (c)
Telephony.
Holders of the above Certificates desiring to sit for the examina-
tion have only to pass a qualifying examination in the following
. ubjects: Engli h or another language, Applied Mechanics, General
Phy ics or Inorganic Chemistry, Electricity and Magnetism.
Copy of the Regulations may be seen on reque t to the Teacher.
SCHOOL OF WIRELESS
TELEGRAPHY
EQUIPMENT.
The chool is fully equipped with up-to-date Wireless Apparatus,
including a tandard II K.W., 1929 Quenched Spark Transmitter, a
1~ K. 'V. l.C.'V. and C.W. Transmitter, a i K.W. Emergency
Transmitter (lifeboat set), latest type valve receiver, and complete
direction finding apparatus. Students have spacious rooms for Morse
Practice and the u e of fully-equipped Electrical and Physical
Laboratories.
INSTRUCTION.
The Course of Training is arranged to prepare students in the
. hOl,test po siblc time for the Examination of Proficiency in Radio-
telegraphy. The in truction con ists of Lectures and Practical Work
in Technical Electricity, Technical Wireless Telegraphy, and Tele-
phony and Direction Finding, with practice on the It K.W. Sets and
other :Ipparatu ,pecified above, ;\1orse training (traffic practice), in-
, truction in the HanJbook for 'Virele s Operators (Rule and Regu-
lations) 1nd Typewriting.
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COURSES.
Day and Evening Course are provided. Students of the Day
Cour e attend each day from 10-12.30 and 2-4. Students of the
Evening Course attend each evening from 7.30-9.30, except Satur-
day evening.
FEES.
The Fees, which cover tuition in all ubjects up to obtaining the
P.M.G. Certificate of Proficiency, are payable in advance, and are
as follows :-
Day Course for 1st Class Certificate .
Day Course for 2nd Class Certificate .
Evening Cour e
£12 0 0
10 0 0
-t 0 0
Students mar arrange to take, with the approval of the Principal,
any special course in the Day or Evening programme.
ADMISSIO J.
Students are expected to have a good general education, with
special attention to handwriting, spelling, geography, arithmetic up
to square root, algebra up to quadratic equations.
SCHOOL SESSIO .
The School of Wireless Telegraphy is conducted independently of
the other classes in the Technical School, and is open all the year,
with the usual holidays at Christm:ls, Easter and Summer. Students
are admitted at all periods. The usual time taken to train for
Examination is about 10-12 months in the Day School, and pro-
portionately longer in the Evening Course
SYLLABUS OF EXAMINATION FOR CERTIFICATES
OF PROFICIENCY IN RADIOTELEGRAPHY.
L TTERNAl 10 TAL TELECOMMP. 'I ATIO.-
CONY£. 'TIO. r.
(1) It is necessary for persons operating wireless telegraph apparatus
on board ships registered in An Saorstat which are ~lIbject to the pro-
visions of the Merchant Shipping (Wireless Telegraphy) Act, 1919,
and the l\1erchant hipping (Safety and Load Line Conventions)
Act, 1933, to hold either a 1st or 2nd Class Certificate of prohcienC)
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issued by the ~linister for Posts and Telegraphs in accordance v·itn
Article 10 of the General Radiocommunication Regulations annexed
to the International Telecommunication Convention, 1932.
The First Class Certificates states that the holder pos esses the
following qualifications:-
(a) Knowledge of the general principles of electricity, of the
theory of radiotelegraphy and radiotelephony, and of the practical
ad justment and operation of all apparatus (spark C.W., LC.W., and
D.F.) and accessory apparatus used in the ship. ervice.
(!)) Transmitting and receiving by ear, mes ages in plain language
at a peed of 25 word a minut/'; and in code groups at a speed of 20
group a minute.
(c) 'ending and Receiving spoken messages clearly by telephone
apparatus.
(d) A detailed knowledge of the Regulations applying to the ex-
change of radiotelegraph traffic, of the documents relative to the
charges for radiotelegrams, and of the radiotelegraph part of the
Regulations for the Safety of Life at Sea.
(e) A knowledge of the principal maritime navigation routes and
of the 1110 t important ",ire and wireless routes of the world.
(2) In order to qualify, candidates will be required:-
(a) To end for each test on an ordinary Morse key for three
consecutive minutes at not less than the prescribed speed five letters
or characters counting as one word or group. The accuracy of sig-
nalling, the correct formation of the characters, and the correctness
of spacing will be taken into account.
(b) To receive l\lorse signals for three consecutive minutes at
the pre. cribed speeds from a double headgear telephone receiver ordi-
narily used for radio-telrgraph reception, and to transcribe them
legibly.
(r) To send and receive traffic by means of telephone apparatllS.
(d) To have a theoretical and practical knowledge of the opera-
tion, adjustment and maintenance of spark C.W., LC.W., and D.F.
apparatus.
(e) To have a theoretical and practical knowledge of the opera-
tion, adjustment and maIntenance of the accessory apparatus, such as
motor-generator. ets, storage batteries, etc.
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(I) To have the necessary knowledge to make, ",ith the means
that would be available on board a ship, the repairs of damaged
apparatu .
(g) To know the principal wire and wireless routes of the world.
as indicated in the relative publications issued by the International
Office of the Telegraph Union, Berne, and the principal maritimc
navigation routes of the world.
(3) The practical examination on the apparatus specified in Section
2 (d) above will include :-
(a) Connecting-up apparatus.
(b) Regulating and adjusting apparatus.
(c) Tracing and clearing faults.
(d) Repairing defective apparatus.
(e) Using D.F. apparatus to obtain bearing.
(f) Operating (sending and receiving).
(g) A test on commercial working, exchanging traffic a betweer;
a ship and other ship stations, and between a ship ar d a shore station.
(-+) The theoretical examination will con ist of two papers. Two
hours will be allowed for the first, and three hours for the econd
paper. These paper will con ist of comprehensive questions under
the following heading. :-
IHagneti m general electrical principles. Atmo pheric electricity.
Condensers. Primary and secondary cells. Direct alternating and
oscillatory currents. Electra-magnets. Electro-magnetic induction.
Meters. Motor, dynamos, alternators and converter. Spark,
C.W. and 1.C.W. transmitting installations: principles, apparatus,
circuits, adjustments, maintenance. Receiving apparatu : principles.
circuits, adjustments, maintenance. Emergency installations. Ether
waves. Aerials. Radiotelephony, transmitting and receiving
apparatu. : principles, circuits, adjustments, maintenance. Direction
finding apparatus: principles. circuits, adjustmcnts, maintenancc.
Auto-alarm devices: principle., adjustments, maintenance.
The standard of theoretical knowledge required from a candidate
for a First Class Certificate call for a sound grasp of the theoretical
principles and of the practical methods of application thereof. The
candidate's mathematical knowledge hould include algebra lip to
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simple equations, elementary graphs and the elements of trigonometry.
Questions in the written tests dealing with the practical application
of general principles will have reference to one or other of the com-
mercial set fitted in merchant ship.
(5) The examination in the Radiocommunication Regulations will
be based upon the rules contained in the" Handbook for Wireless
Telegraph Operators," which can be obtained throu<Yh any book-
seller or direct from the Stationery Office, London. These rules,
subject to suitable yerbal alteration where necessary, e.g., Minister
for Posts and Telegraphs for Po tmaster-General; The Secretary,
Department of Posts and Telegraphs, Dllblin, for The Secretary,
General Po t Office. London; Accountant, Department of Posts and
Telegraph., Dublin, for Comptroller and Accountant General,
London; Irish Free tate for Great Britain and Torthern Ireland
or United Kingdom; Irish for British, etc" will apply for the time
being, in the case of ships' radiotelegraph installations licensed by
the Mini ter for Posts and Telegraphs of the Irish Free State.
The commercial working test "'ill include the preparation of mes-
'age for tran mi. sion; in ertion of preamble, charges, routes; order
of transmission; transmi<;sion and reception of message' at the pre-
scribed speed,; log keeping; procedure signals.
(6) The 'econd Class Certificate states that the holder possesses
the following qualification :-
(a) An elementary theoretical and practical knowledge of elec-
tricity and radiotelegraphy, a well as knowledge of the practical
adju tment and operation of spark, C.W., and Le.W. apparatus and
acce ory apparatlls u ed in the hip service.
(b) Transmitting, and receiving by ear, messages in plain lan-
guage at a peed of 20 words a minute, and code groups at a speed of
16 groups a minute.
(c) A knowledge of the Regulations applying to the exchange of
radiotelegraph traffic, of the documents relative to the charges for
l'adiotelegram • and of the radiotelegraph part of the Regulations for
the Safety of Life at Sea.
Cd). kno\\lcdge of the principal maritime na\'i~ation route.
and uf the most important 'Yire and wireless route of the world,
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(7) In order to qualify, candidates will be required :-
(a) To send for each test on an ordinary Morse key for three
con ecutive minutes at not less than the prescribed speeds, five letters
or characters counting as one word or group. The accuracy of sig-
nalling, the correct formation of the characters, and the correctnes_
of spacing will be taken into account.
(b) To receive Morse signals for three consecutive minutes at
the prescribed speeds from a double head-gear telephone receiver ordi-
narily used for rad iotelegraph reception, and to tran cribe them
legibly.
(c) To have an elementary theoretical and practical knowledge
of the operation adjustment, and maintenance of spark C.W., and
I.e.,,'. installations, and their accessory apparatus, such as motor-
generator sets, storage batteries, etc.
(d) To have practical knowledge sufficient for making small re-
pairs in ca e of damage to the apparatus.
(e) To know the principal wire and wireless routes of the ,,'orId,
as indicated in the relative publication issued by the International
Office of the Telegaph nion, Berne, and the principal maritimc
navigation routes of the world.
(8) The practical examination will includc :-
(a) Operating (sending and receiving).
(b) A test in commercial working, exchanging traffic as between
two station in the mobile service.
(c) Connecting-up apparatus.
(d) Regulating and adjusting apparatus.
(e) Tracing and clearing faults.
(9) The theoretical cxamination \I'ill consist of onc paper, for which
three hours will be allowed. This paper will con ist of comprehen-
sive questions under the following headings :-
Primary and ecolldary cells. Direct, alternating and oscillatory
currents. Meters. Motors, dynamos, alternators, and converter.
Spark, e.W. and LC.W. transmitting installations: principles,
apparatus circuits adjustments, maintenance. Receiving apparatus ~
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principles, circuits, adjustmcnts, maintenance. Emergency installa-
tions. Aerials. Auto-alarm devices: principles, adjustments, main-
tenance.
Thc standard of theoretical knowlcdge required from a candidate
for a Second Class Certificate calls for a sound grasp of the theoretical
principles and of the practical methods of application thereof. The
candidate's mathematical knowledge should include algebra up to
imple equations, elementary graphs and the elements of trigo-
nometry. Questions in the writtcn tests dealing with the practical
application of general principles will havc reference to one or other
of the commercial sets fitted in merchant ship.
PHYSICS AND MATHEMATICS
FIRST YEAR COURSE IN GENERAL PHYSICS.
Subjects:
GENERAL PHYSICS.
MATHEMATICS.
GENERAL PHYSICS.
FIRST YEAR.
Measurcmcnt of length, area, volume-motion-mass-force-
ewton's laws-mcasurcment of force-gravitation principles of
statics-momcnts-principles of dynamics-rotation, elementary ideas
on moments of inertia-elasticity and strength of materials-
tretching, bending, twisting-simple periodic motion-vibration-
principles of fluid pres ure and applications-principles of Archimedes
and applications-density determinations-flotation-atmospheric
pressure-Boyle's law-thermometry-measurement of high and low
temperatures-expansion of solids, liquids, gases-measurement of
heat quantities-specific heats-fusion-Iatent heat-vaporisation-
vapour prcs ure-study of steam, hygrometry-mechanical theory of
heat-convection, conduction, radiation-propagation of light-ele-
mentary theory, photometry-formation of images by reflection from
plane and spherical mirrors-refraction-prisms, lenses, dispersion-
optical systems-lenses and combinations, telescope and microscope-
spectrum analy is and theory of colours-wave motion-interference,
diffraction, polarisation-velocity of sound-vibration of strings-
re onance-vibration of air columns and rods.
•
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PURE MATHEMATICS.
FIRST YEAR.
Arithmetic: Fractions and decimals-square root-percentages-
interest, simple and compound-estimates-weights and measures-
metric system. Geometry: Properties of lines, triangles, rectilinear
figures, circles and polygons as treated in first four books of Euclid.
Algebra: Definitions and signs-indices-factors- imple and quad-
ratic equations-involution and evolution--sounds-ratio, proportion
and variation. Trigonometry: Definition-measurement of angles
by degrees and radians-relations of functions and conversion of one
into another-ratios of sum and difference of angle and multiples
and submultiples of angles-curve of sines. Logarithms: Definitions
-multiplication and division-use of tables and slide rule.
SECOND AND' HIGHER YEARS' COURSES IN
GENERAL PHYSICS.
Subjects:
GB TERAL PHYSICS.
MATHEMATICS.
GE TERAL PHYSICS.
SECO:-JD A, D HIGHER YEARS.
The courses will consist for the main part of laboratory work, with
frequent occasional lectures on special subjects. Each student will
do a special course of experiments assigned to him in accordance with
his capabilities and his own special requirements.
PURE MATHEMATICS.
SECOND YEAR.
Geometry: Ratio and proportion with applications to geometry, so
far as the subject is treated in the definitions of Euclid's 5th Book,
and in his 6th Book. Algebra: Permutations and combinations-
progressions-complete theory of indices-the Binomial theorem.
Plane Trigonometry: Formulae for finding the sine, co ine, etc., of
the sum and difference of two angles, and of the multiples and sub-
multiples of an angle-diameters of circles inscribed in and circum-
scribed about a given circle-area of a circle-description and use of
the vernier, theodolite, and extant. Graphics: Plotting of obser-
vations on squared paper-·interpolation-errors of observation-
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ayerage value, etc.-the plotting of functions-maximum and minI'
mum values-calculations and determinations by graphical methods.
PURE ~1ATHEMATICS.
THIRD A~D HIGHER YEARS.
Algebra: Theory of indices-summation of series-tests of the
convergence and divergence of series-binomial, exponential, and
logarithmic series-partial fractions-elemen tary determinants-
imaginary and complex quantities-De Moivre's theorem. Solid
Geometry: Properties of straight lines and planes; their inter-
section, inclinations, parallelism, perpendicularity-properties of the
sphere, and of cylinders and cones. Spherical Trigonometry:
Definitions of great and small circles, angles and sides of supple-
mental triangles-fundamental relations between trigonometrical
ratios of the sides and angles of spherical triangles. Geometrical
Conics: Propertie of the parabola, ellipse, and hyperbola deduced
by pure geometry from definition in pIano. Co-ordinate Geometry:
Co-ordinates of a point; rectangular, oblique, and polar-transfor-
mation of co-ordinates-equations of straight lines, and treatment of
questions relative to inter ection, concurrence, inclination, parallelism,
perpendicularity, etc.-equation of circle. their tangents and
nornials: properties of their diameters, axes, foci, conjugate dia-
meters, asymptotes, poles and polar and determination of circles
. ati fying given conditions of their tangent and normals-discu sion
of the general equation of the second degree. Dillerential Calculus:
Definitions, limit, differential co-efficients-differentiation of simple
and inver e functions-successive differentiation of functions of one
variable-Taylor's and Maclaurin' theorems and their simpler appli-
cations-determination of values of functions when intermediate in
form-differentiation of a function and of implicit functions-maxima
and minima of functions of one independent variable-differentiation
of functions of two or more independent variables-applications of
the preceding to the geometry of the plane curves referred to rectan-
gular or to polar co-ordinates-tangents, normal, sub-tangents, sub-
normal, a ymptotes-singular points--contact and curvature-
tracing of curves-differential co-efficients of arcs and areas of plane
curves, and of the surfaces and volumes of solids of revolution.
Integral Ca!culus: Meaning of definite and of indefinite integrals-
integration of the more frequently occurring functions-integration
-H
by parts-rational functions-formulae of reduction-applications to
areas and lengths of curves, to volumes and areas of surfaces of revo-
lution, to centres of gravity, and moments of inertia. Elementary
Differential Equations: Integration of differential equations of the
second and higher orders with constant co-efficients.
FIRST YEAR COURSE IN RADIO COMMUNICATION.
Subjects:
RADIO COl\f:\1UNICATIO:-l.-1.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING.-l.
RADIO COMMUNICATIOl
FIRST YEAR.
1. Magnetic flux-induced E.M.F.-self-induction-construction
.of inductances for tran mitting and reCelVll1g units-reactance.
2. Capacity, charge a proportional to voltage, unit --construction
of lixed and variable conden ers for low voltage-fixed condensers for
high voltage. 3. Working ideas of alternating currents-calculation
of current in circuits containing resistance, capacity, and inductance-
resonance-simple aspect of coupled circuits-damped waves and
continuous wave. 4. The nature of eddy current losses in con-
ductors carrying high-frequency currents, of skin eHects and of
dielectric losses in conden el'S, treated qualitatively-working ideas of
damping of circuit and effect on resonance. 5. Construction of ther-
mionic valves, two electrode and three electrode-working ideas of
action, characteristic curve. 6. The fundamental principles of
~ction of alternators and transformers. 7. Essential components
of spark transmitter, including de cription of some actual
instrument. 8. The production of oscillations in a valve circuit-
cs ential components of the valve tran mitter, and of the Poul en arc
generator-principle of smoothing device:; fO! rectified alternating-
current high-tension supply. 9. Detecting devices for small currents
-crystals, valves-construction and action of telephone receiver.
10. Component parts of receiving circuits-use of "stand by" and
<l selective" adjustments. 11. Heterodyne reception, general
principles and how used. 12. Thermionic valve amplifiers
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and note magnifiers, construction and essential principles of action.
13. Methods of "keying" spark and continuous-wave transmitters
for Morse ignalling. 14. Methods of modulating continuous waves
for transmission of speech-action of receiver in reproduction of
speech. 15. Use of a frame aerial for reception-application to direct
finding.
ELECTRICAL ENGI EERING.-l.
(See Syllabus for First Year Electrical Engineering).
SECOND YEAR COURSE IN RADIO
COMMUNICATION.
Subjects:
RADIO COi\!l\1UNICATION.-II.
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING.-(A.C.)
RADIO COMMU ICATION.
SECOND YEAR. (Subjects above).
1. High-frequency mea urements-current wave-length capacity
and inductance, resistance and decrement-field strength. 2. l\10re
complete theory of coupled circuits. 3. The subject of clause 4 of
the Grade 1. yllabus treated quantitatively. 4. The construction and
action of high-frequency alternators and transformers. 5. Frequency
changer. 6. Construction and action of smoothing devices for recti·
fied alternating-current high-ten ion supply. 7. Anti-atmospheric
and anti-interference devices. 8. High-Epeed keying devices-high·
speed reception-methods of duplex working-Wheatstone transmitter
and receiver-recording device-call signals device. 9. Method of
connecting radio telephone to land line telephone. 10. Theory and
construction of aerials--eon truction of masts and towers. 1].
General properties of electro-magnetic waves radiated from an aerial.
propagation rOllnel the earth-electro-magnetic waves from natural
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sources, "X's." 12. Directional properties of loops for trans-
mitting and receiving-Bel!ini-Tosi system, rotating loop and
Robinson crossed loop system-uses of direction finding. 13. The
Turner valve relay-the Armstrong super-regenerative circuit.
ELECTRICAL E. JGL EERI G.-(A.c.)
(See Syllabus for Fourth Year Course in Electrical Engineering).
RADIO SERVICE.
FIRST A:-ID SECOND YEARS.
Service Equipment: Avometer, set analyser, modulated oscillator,
output meter, etc. Valves: Type, characteristics, installation, appli-
cations, faults and tests. Component Parts and Tests: CondenseB,
transformers, resistances. A mpli/iel's: Troubles, indication, test
and remedies. Detector and Oscillator: Troubles and tests. Radio
Sets: Construction, as ernbly and 'iring, installation-aerial and
earth, mains apparatus. Analysi of circuits from diagram. Manual
and automatic volume control. Toise suppre sion control. Interfer-
ence. Location of faults-preliminary tests; process of elimination;
continuity, resistance and voltage checks; alignment of circuits. Short
wave reception. New developments.
APPLIED
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CHEMISTRY
FIRST YEAR COURSE IN APPLIED CHEMISTRY.
Subjects:
INORGA 'le CHEMISTRY.
PHYSICS FOR CHEMISTRY.
I ORGA- TIC CHEMISTRY.
FIRST YEAR.
Chemical and physical changes; elements, compounds and mix-
tures. Jeneral properties of solids, liquids and gases. Application
of Boyle' La"" and Charles's Law.
Hydrogen. Oxygen; basic and acid forming oxides. Water;
O"ravimetric and Yolumrtr;c composition; solvent properties, crystilli-
zation.
Chemical equivalents. Laws of chemical combination, Dalton's
Atomic Theory. Gay Lussac's Law of Volumes. Avogadro's Hypo-
thesis, molecular weights of gaseous compounds, atomic weights.
Valency, formulae, equation. Calculations by means of equations.
Chlorine, hydrochloric acid .
• Titrogen, ammonia, nitric acid, nitrates, nitric oxide, nitrou oxide,
nitrogen peroxide. J. Titrous acid, nitrates.
'ulphur; allotrophy; sulphuretted hydrogen; sulphur dioxide and
trioxide; ulphurous acid and sulphites. Simple consideration of the
contact and chamber processes for the production of sulphuric acid.
Carbon; allotropes. Carbon monoxide and dioxide. General pro-
perties of the carbonate.
ombu tion; flame; BUllsen burners; oxidation and reduction.
Acids, base, "alts.
Prnrtictl{ If' o/V< : lass-working, cork boring and fitting up
apparatu -action of heat, water, on substances and mixtures
-solubility-preparation and properties of hydrogen. oxygen,
chlorine, hydrochloric acid, nitric acid, ammonia, nitric oxide,
sulphurdioxide. ulphurettcd hydroO"en and carbon dioxide-
action of acid on metals-measurement of volumes and density of
O'a r and reduction of T.T.P.-alkalies, properties and reactions
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with acids-indicators-preparation and crystallisation of simple salts
-simple determinations of equivalents-recognition of chlorides, sul-
phate , sulphite, sulphides, carbonates, nitrates and nitrites.
PHYSICS FOR CHEMISTRY.
PHysrcs--FIRST YEAR.
Units of length, area and volume. Cnits of mass. se of metre
stick, vernier calipers and micrometer screw gauge. Use and limita-
tions of graduated cylinder, pipette and burette.
Centre of gravity. The lever. Common balance. The Laboratory
Balance. Sensibility of balance. Den ity of regular solids-estima-
tion of pos ible error. Use of specific gravity bottle. Specific gravity
of liquids and of powders insoluble and soluble in water.
Hydrostatic pressure. Principle of Archimede. Specific Gravity
of irregular solids heavier and lighter than water, insoluble ana
soluble in water. Specific Gravity of liquids. Hydrometer. Atmo-
pheric pressure. Simple barometer. Fortin barometer. Open mano-
meter-simple pressure gauge. Siphon.
Boyle' Law. Exhaust pump.
Expansion of solids, liquids and gases. Thermometers. Determina-
tion of fi '(ed points. Coefficients of expansion of a solid. Variation of
:lensity of a liquid )¥ith temperature. Real and apparent coefficients
')f expansion of liquid. Charles's Law. Ab olute temperature. The
Gas Equation. Simple gas thermometer.
Tran mis ion of heat-conduction, convection and radiation.
Quantity of heat. Calorie. British Thermal Unit. Specific heat.
Law of Dulong and Petit. Approximate determination of heat of
~oIution, neutralization, reaction and combustion. Change of state.
CoolIng curve for pure substance. lVIelting point of pure ubstance.
Latent heat of fusion and vaporization.
Vapour pressure. Properties of aturated and unsaturated vapour'.
Critical temperature. Dalton's Law of Partial Pressures. Influence
')f pressure on boiling point of pure liquid. Vacuum and team dis-
tillation. Evaporation. Elementary Hygrometry.
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The Lever as a machine. \Vork. Work equation for simple
machines. Galileo's pendulum. Conservation of mechanical energy.
Mechanical equivalent of heat.
Elementary treatment of electrostatics to develop the conception of
~uantity of electric charge. Joule, ampere coulomb, volt, ohm.
Chemical effect of eletric current. Faraday's Laws of Electrolysis.
Ionic Theory.
SECOND YEAR COURSE IN APPLIED CHEMISTRY.
Subjects:
INORG.....NIC CHE:\lISTRY.
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS.
PHYSICS.
INORGA IC CHEMISTRY.
SECO D YEAR.
A detailed study of water. Impurities met with in natural waters.
Hard and soft water. Chemical proces es involved in the treatment
of water to render it fit for indldrial use.
Technical methods of softening \yater for industrial u e, uch as
the lime and sodium carbonate proce s and the permutit process.
Technical methods of filtration.
l\lethods of determination and equivalents. Law of Dulong and
Petit. Atomic weight. imple methods of determining vapour
d nsity and the determination of the molecular weight from vapour
density.
Law of mass action. Fadaray' Laws of Electrolysis. Element of
the ionic theory and its application to analysis.
Hydrogen peroxide; preparation and uses. Ozone.
Diffusion of gases.
The halogcns. Commercial preparation and uscs of the e elemcnts
and their hydracids. Bleaching powder, sodium hypochlorite, pota -
sium chlorate. General comparison of properties of halogen group.
Catalysts and their inf1 uence on the velocity of chemical changc.
ontact and chamber processe for the manufacture of sulphuric acid.
Fuming ulphuric acid. Thiosulphuric acid and odium thiosulphate.
odium hydrosulphitc. Potas ium persulphate. Sulphur chloride.
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Carbon; partial and total gasification of carbon and carbonaceous
material. Manufacture of coal gas, prod ucer gas, water <ras, car-
buretted water gas, Mond <ras. Thenno-chemi try. Exothermis and
endothermic reactions. Carbon disulphide. The electric furnace and
its application in the m:ll1ufacturo of metallic carbides.
Detailed study of the atmosphere.
Liquefaction of gases. Hi<rher oxide of nitrogen. Ga 'eous dis 0-
ciation.
Manufacturing processes for the fix:ltion of nitrogen. Oxidation
of ammonia to nitric acid. Preparation and manufacture of common
ammonium salts. itrification and denitrification.
Phosphorus. Its oxides, chlorides, hyd ride and acids. Calci UI11
phosphate and fertilisers. se of grinding machine' in chemical
industry. Manufacture of matches.
Arsenic, antimony and bismuth. Their occurrence, preparation,
properties and uses. The compounds they form with hydrogen, oxy-
gen and chlorine, studied comparatively with tho e of nitrogen and
pho phorus,
Boric acid, borax. Chemistry of the borax bead te t ~ Boron.
Boron trioxide and boron fluoride.
Silica-its occurrence, properties and uses. Common natu ral
ilicates. Stoneware, glass, pottery and fused ilica ware, ilicon,
its chloride and fluoride. Etching on glas. Silicic and hydrofluosilicic
acids.
Dialy i. Colloids.
CHEMICAL Al ALYSIS.
SECOND YEAR.
Detection of the following metals in the pure state, in salts, simple
mixtures of salt or alloys: Silver, lead, mercury, bismuth, copper,
cadmium, arsenic, antimony, tin, iron, aluminium, chromium, man-
ganese, zinc, nickel, cobalt, calcium, strontium, barium, magnesium,
potassium, sodium and ammonium-qualitative recognition of
chlorides, bromides, iodides, hypochlorites, chlorates, fluorides, intrites,
nitrates, phosphates, sulphates, sulphites, sulphides, thio ulphates, car-
bonates, bicarbonates, borates, silicates, arsenites and ar enates-use
and care of instruments employed in volumetric analysi', including the
•
potential. Conversion of electrical energy into
Rever ible cells. Storage battery. Electromotive
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tandardisation of pipette and burette-use of standard alkali, alkali
carbonate and acids, together with exercises arising from their use-
preparation and use of standard silver-nitrate solution-use of stan-
dard thiocyanate solution-standard iodine, sodium thiosulphate and
. odium arsenite solutions and exercises on their use-preparation of
alts and common substance in a state of purity.
PHYSICS FOR CHEl\lISTRY.
PHYSl 'S-SECO;'\fD YE.\R.
Elementary urface tension and viscosity. Osmosis. Elementary
Kinetic Theory of Gases.
Reflection and refraction at plane surfaces. Dispersion. Elemen-
tary theory of mirrors and lenses necessary for the understanding of
optical instruments. Camera. The simple microscope. Telescope.
Compound microscope. Refractometer.
The spectrum. Spectroscope and spectrometer. Elementary wave
theory. Interference. Diffraction. IVlea urement of wavelength.
Elementary treatment of polarization. The polarimeter.
Properties of a magnet. Magnetic fields. Molecular theory of
mag:letism.
Electrostatics. Quantity. Potential. Capacity. Electroscopes.
::\lagnetic effect of current. Electro dynamics-moving coil in tru-
men ts. Electric motor.
Heating effect of current. Potential Difference. Electrical energy
and power. Ohm's Law.
Decompo ition
chemical energy.
Force.
Wheatstone Bridge. Potentiometer. Elementary thermo electricity.
Electrical thermometers.
Electro-magnetic induction. Dynamo. Induction Coil. Trans-
former.
Elementary treatment of conduction through gases.
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THIRD YEAR COURSE IN APPLIED CHEMISTRY.
Subjects:
INORGA..'HC CHEMISTRY.
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS.
I TORGANIC CHEMISTRY.
THIRD YEAR.
Metals and the chief sources from which they are obtained.
General methods used in the extraction of metals from their more
important ores.
Preparation of alloys and their general properties. Freezing point
curves and cooling curves.
Classification of the elements of the Periodic system. Law of
Isomorphism. X-ray spectra and atomic numbers.
The more important compounds of the following metals :-
(a) Sodium and potassium.
(b) Copper and silver.
(c) Calcium, strontium and barium.
(d) lVlagnesium, zinc, cadmium and mercury.
(e) Aluminium.
(f) Tin and lead.
(g) Chromium and mangane e.
(h) Iron, cobalt and nickel.
Manufacture of solium, zinc, aluminium, tin, lead, copper, cast-
iron, wrought iron ~nd steel. Hardening of teel. Influence of added
elements on the properties of steel.
Technical production and u es of olium peroxide, hydroxide, car-
bonate and bicarbonate; potassium chloride and nitrate; potash fer-
tilisers; lime, mortar; plaster of Paris; Portland cement; magnesium
ulphate; zinc oxide and sulphide; Lithophone alums; thermit; red
lead; white lead, potassium chromate, dichromate and permanganate;
ferrous sulphate.
Solutions-lowering of vapour pre sure, osmotic pressure, deter-
mination of molecular weight by cryoscopic and ebullioscopic method.
Limitations of the methods. Equivalent conductivity. Degree of
disso~iation as found by conductivity compared with Van't Hoff's
,coefficient.
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Relative strengths of acids. H.'drogen ion concentration. Hydro-
ly i of salts. Use of the spectroscope.
olloidal olutions-preparation of typical solutions of a suspen-
soid and an emu1 oid. Characteri tic behaviour and influence of
degree of dispersion.
CHEMICAL A JALYSIS.
THIRD YEAR.
Ordinary methods of gravimetric analysis, including the estima-
tion of silver, lead, copper, tin, arsenic, antimony, iron, aluminium,
zinc, nickel, calcium, barium, magnesium, sodium, potassium, and
ammonium, hydrochloric, sulphuric, phosphoric and carbonic acids-
application of above, and also of volumetric methods to determination
of the composition of simple alloys, and of simple mixtures-prepara-
tion of typical metals, oxides and salts, in a state of purity-analy-
tical control of purity-revision of the volumetric work of the
second year course-more extended use of standard iodine and
thiosulphate-use of standard permanganate and dichromate solu-
tions.
FOURTH AND FIFTH YEAR COURSES IN APPLIED
CHEMISTRY.
Subjects:
ORGA. le CHE.lISTRY.
TncH:\'lC'AL ANM.YSIS.
ORGA TIC CHEMISTRY.
FOl;'RTH YEAR.
The province of organic chemistry. Rea.ons for separate study of
carbon compounds. Detection and estimation of carbon. nitrogen,
:ulphur and halogen in organc substances.
Calculation of percentage composition from the results of analysis
and deduction of empircal formulae. :.'\lolecular and constitutional
formulae.
l\1ethane and ethane considered as typical saturated hyd rocarbons.
Homologous serie. Higher m'mbers of paraffin series. Isomerism.
Petroleum and it products. Halogen derivati"es. Chloroform, iodo-
form.
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Ethylene and acetylene considered as typical unsaturated substances.
Ethylene dibromide.
Methyl alcohol. Ethyl alcohol. Alcoholic fermentation. Higher
alcohols con. idered briefly. Alkyl halid s-methyl and ethyl iodide..
ethyl chloride. Acetonitrile.
The oxidation products of alcohols. Formaldehyde, acetaldehyde
and acetone. Formic and acetic acids. The chlorocetic a ids as
examples of . ub titution. Acetic anhyd ride and acetyl chloride and
their use as reagent.
Ethyl acetate-its preparation, properties and saponification.
"Tature of common oils, fats and waxes; their saponification.
SO:lP and "andles. Palmitic, stearic and oleic acids.
Acetamide.
Amines-primarr, secondary and tertiary amines.
Glycollic and lactic acid. Optical isomerism. Oxalic, malonic.
succinic, malic and tartaric acids. Ethyl malonate and ethyl aceto-
acetate and their use as synthetic reagents.
Keto-enolic de motropy.
~Ialtic and fumaric acids and geom trical isomerism.
Glycol.
Glycnol. It, manufacture and con\'Crsion into nitre-glycerine.
:lIdannitol and the carbohydrates. Sucrose and its technical produc-
tion, de 'trose. laenIlose, maltose and lactose-their occurrence, pre-
paration, propertie., and di tinctive test~. Cse of polarimeter.
Starch and the dextrines. Cellulose, nitrocellulose, cellulose acetate
and gun-cotton.
Cyanogen compounds. Cyanic and cyanuric acids. Thiocyanates.
Potassium ferrocyanide and ferricyanide. Prussian blue. Preparation
of hydrocyanic acid, pota sium, sodium, silver and mercuric cyanides.
CyaIlogen. C rea.
Organo-metallic compounds of zinc ant! magne llIm.
l"I FT II YEAR.
Benzene, toluene and their halogen deri\'atives.
" itrobenzenes; aniline; mono and di-m thyanilines; toluidines, Dia-
20benzene. Phenol. Dihyd roxybenzenes.
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Tannic acid, mordants, tanning. Benzoic and salicylic acid.
Higher homologues of benzene with their halogen, nitre. amino.
hydroxy and sulphonic acid derivatives. Diazo, diazoumino and
aminoazo compounds. Phenylhydrazll1e. Aromatic aldehydes and
ketones. Toluic and phthalic acids. ~aphthalene. anthracene, and
their technically important deri\·atives. Thiophene, pyridine and
quinoline.
Brief con ideration of the dyes of the di-phenylmethanc and tri-
phenylmethane series.
Technicallly important organic compounds of arsenic
lLTALYSIS.
FOURTH Al"D FIFTH YEARS.
Students will be allowed to follow a course of chemical analysi of
an advanced character, or to ~elect for investigation certain industrial
products, such as soaps, 0;1< fats and waxes, painters' oils, colours and
varnishes, fertilisers.
PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY, SPECIAL COURSE.
The Lecture will deal with the fundamental principlcs of Phy-
sical Chemistry and their bearing on, and application to, Systematic
Chemical Analy is and Applied Chemistry generally.
The cour e of experimental work, arranged as far a pos ible to
illustrate the Lectures, "'ill include the determination of molecular
weights by various method : Victor 1i.Ieycr, Hofmann, Beckman,
ih'cr Salt, ctc. Inver ion Point, Rate of Inversion and Polari-
metry, Pulfrich Refractometer, Spectroscope, Calorimetry, Heats of
olution and ITeutralization, Flash Point, Bomb Calorimeter,
Freezing and Boiling Points of Pure and Mixed Substance, Elec-
trolysis, Rate of Migration, onductivity of Solution, Ph. Values.
IN DUSTRIAL CHEMISTRY
ANALYSIS OF FOOD, DRUGS, AND WATER.
SALE OF FOOD A~D DRUGS ACT.
Short history of adulteration and early legi lation in regard to purc
food. The present laws relative to food and drugs adulteration.
Section of the Acts that intimately conccrn the Public Analyst.
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Form of Analyst's certificate. Certificates as prima facie evidence,
,md conditions governing the institution of proceedings. Regulations-
regarding standards of purity.
FOOD.
Milk: Compo ition of milk and variation in composition-milk of
mammals other than the cow-milk tandards--method of calcu-
lating added water and fat deficiency-fat of milk, it composition
and methods of estimation-methods of Gerber, \Verner, Schmidt,
and Rose-Bottleib--eomposition of non-fatty solids-e timation oi
proteins, milk-sugar and ash-changes in milk on souring-analy i
of sour milk-preservatives in milk and methods of detection-
artificial colouring matter in milk-composition and analy is of
skimmed, separated, condensed and dried milk. Butter and 1Ila,.-
garine: Composition of butter fat, and its analysis-Reicha rt-
Wollny number-Polenske number-Kir chner number-iodine and
saponification values-refractive index and Valenta test-standards-
for butter-general consideration of fats used in manufactu re of mar-
garine-laws relating to sale of margarine. Cheese: Various kind
of chee.e and their comparison-adulteration of cheese-standards fo:"
cheese-analysis. Starch Food: Micro copical characters of the
tarche -u °e of the microscope in their detection-rice. ago, pear!
barley, oatmeal, wheat, potato and maize. Wheat Flour: \Vhole-
meal-wheatmeal-household flour-analysis of flour-bleaching of,
and addition of " improvers " to, f1our-self-rai ing flour-bread and
its analysis-baking powder. Condiments and Spices: General con-
sideration and analy is of vinegar, pepper, mu tard, ginO'er, etc. Tea,
Coffee, and Cocoa: Compo ition and analysis-micro copical charac-
teristic -addition of chicory to coffee-coffee extracts. Sugar, Jams
and IIoney: Composition and analy is-artificial colou r in jam-
gluco e in honey. Beer, Wine and Spirits.' Analysis-original
gravity of beer-standard for spirits. Preservati\"es and poisonous
metals in food.
DRUGS.
Standards of the British Pharmacopoeia and the Department of
Local Government-methods of analysis of extracts, liquors, lini-
ments, mi ·tllres, powder, yrups, tinctures and ointment.
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WATER A D WATER ANALYSIS.
• ratural waters and source of impurities-rain water-surface water
-river water-wells and springs-waters used in brewing, dis-
tilling, and mineral water industries-bailer-feed waters-sources
storage and distribution of waters used for drinking supply-water
treatment-chemical analy i of water and interpretation of results.
THE CHEMISTRY OF OILS, FATS AND WAXES.
INTRODUCTIO .
General method of producing and refining oils, fats and waxes.
Occurrence of fatty oils, fat and waxes. Saponification products.
Soap. Glycerine. Mono, di- and tri-glycerines. N aphthenes.
Benzenes. Isomerism. Meaning of Hydrolysis. The fatty acids
The carbonyl group. Saturated and unsaturated compounds.
Valency of carbon and structure of carbon compounds. The stearic;
oleic. linoleic, linolenic and clupanodoric acid series.
TESTI~G kTD ANALYSIS.
Phy ical methods. Specific gravity; viscosity; Ra h point; re-
fractive power; melting point; titer test.
Chemical method. Bromine thermal value; saponification value;
Reichert-Wollny value; Polen ke value; Acetyl value; Avic value;
C nsaponifiable value.
CLASSIFICATION.
Marine oils, including Menhaden; cod-liver; whale.
Vegetable drying oils, including Lin eed.
Vegetable emi-drying oil, including maize; cottonseed; and
se ame.
Vegetable non-drying oils, including rape; olive and castor.
Animal oils, including Neatsfoot.
Vegetable fats, including cocoa-butter; palm and cocoanut.
Animal fat. including tallow; butter-fat and lard.
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THE ·WAXES.
Occurrence and properties of sperm oil; carnauba wax; bees-wax;
wool wax.
MLJERAL OILS.
Occurrence and properties of petroleum; shale oil; coal-tar oil and
lignite oil; paraffin; vaseline and ozokerite.
HARDENED FATS.-PRACTICAL COURSE.
I TRODUCTIO_.
Sampling and prelim1l1ary tests. Practical method for determining
pecific gravity; melting point; solidifying point of mixed fatty acid ;
refractive index; viscosity; solubility; iodine value; saponification
value; Reichert-Wollny value; acetyl value, etc.
Specific tests for certain oils and fats.
Testing and analy is of mineral oils and waxes.
Interpretation of results.
Scheme for identification of an oil fat or wax.
TECHNICAL ANALYSIS-GAS MANUFACTURE.
(1) Coal (Approximate Analysis).
(a) Moisture.
(b) Organic Volatile Matter.
(c) Ash.
(d) Fixed Carbon, by difference.
(e) Sulphur.
(f) Calorific Value.
(g) Evaporative Power from f.
(2) Ga (Partial and Complete).
Partial (a) Carbon-dioxide.
(b) Oxygen.
(c) Olefines.
(d) Carbon-monoxide.
Complete. As above, and
Ce) Methane and Hydrogen by explo ion.
(f) itrogen, by difference.
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Sulphuretted Hydrogen tested for by lead acetate paper, also
e timated as grains per 100 cubic feet by Iodine solution.
Total Sulphur in Ga. Te t for cyanogen compound and fO!
Benzoic vapour.
(3) Sulphate of Ammonia.
(a) Moisture.
(b) Free acid or ammonia.
(c) Total ammonia.
(d) Sulphuric acid from fixed ammonia by calculation.
(e) Insoluble Matter.
(f) Residue.
(g) itrogen calculated from (c).
Colormetric test for copper, and test for lead. Examinatio.l
of ROv. for nitrate by Lunge Nitrometer.
(4) Bog-Iron Oxide.
(a) Moisture.
(b) FeZ 03.
(c) FeZ (OH)6.
(5) Spent Oxide.
(a) Moisture.
(b) Pure Sulphur.
(c) Tar.
Te t for Cyanogen Compounds.
(6) Liquor.
Ammonia content, free and fixed.
Tests for Sulphur compound, cyanogen and amount of ga
gIven off on acidification.
(7) Tar.
(a) Water content.
(b) Specific gravity.
(c) Distillation test.
(d) Estimate of Tar Acids.
(e) Estimation of basic compound.
(8) Oils.
Specific Gravities, viscosity, Rash point and di tiUation test.
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SPECIAL COURSE FOR DIPLOMA OF VETERINARY
STATE MEDICINE.
Water A nalys:s: Solids in solution, Ammonias, Nitrates, Chlorine,
Oxygen absorbed and dissolved, hardness, interpretation of results.
Air: Estimation of CO.
Milk: Specific gravity; total solids; fat; solids not fat; ash;
preservatives.
Feeding Stuffs: Moisture; oil; albuminoids, fibres; starch; ash;
sand in ash; food unit value; albuminoids ratio.
Disinfectants: Chemical valuation of bleaching powder; perman-
ganate of potash, formaldehyde; sulphurous acid; carbolic acid.
Tests for Common poi ons; mineral acids and alkalis; arsenic; anti-
mony; mercury; lead; barium; cyanides; pho phoru ; alkaloids, in-
.eluding strychnine, morphia.
BREWING SCIENCE AND CHEMISTRY OF
FERMENTATION.
FIRST AND HIGHER YEARS.
Preparation and propertie of cellulose, starch from various sources,
soluble starch, dextrose, cane and invert-sugar, and the products 0+
the hydrolysis of starch.
The examination and valuation of barleys. Kiln-drying barleys,
storing and screeni~g.
lVIalting. The process of malting, including the so-called atmos-
pheric systems. Condition necessary for healthy germination.
The examination and comparative valuation of malts. Estimation
of extract, proteins, ash constituents, etc.
Water. Analytical examination and test of fitness for brewing ale
and stout. Artificial softening and purification.
l\IIashing. Various methods of making the mash. Use of ra.!
grain and other starch-containing material. Chemical changes
effected during the mashing process, especially tho e attending the
hydrolysis of starch. Influence of time and temperature on the result.
Use of sugar as a brewing material.
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Boiling. Influence of boiling on the raw wort. Objects attained by
the u e of hops. Sulphured hops and their detection. The cold
storage of hops.
Cooling. Influence of aeration on the cooling worts.
The various forms of the saccharometer, and the relation of their
readings to each other and to specific gravity as ordinarily indicated.
Fermentation. The various systems of fermentation employed in
the L:nited Kingdom. The yeast organisms. Microscopical examina-
tion of ferments, their mode of growth and reproduction. The
chemical function of the ferments. Theories of fermentation.
Analy is of beer and worts. Determination of "original gra,-ity."
The" forcing tray" proce s a a te t of the stability of a beer.
Pre ervative agents, and how applied to beer. The preparation and
use of finings and caramel.
BACTERIOLOGY AND ENZYME CHEMISTRY.
Examination of plant cclls as an introduction to the u e of the
micro cope.
Preparation of culture media.
Study of the life histories of typical yea ts, bacteria and moulds,
including their special cultural treatment in the laboratory.
Experiment on enzyme chemistry.
Bacterial analy is of water, milks, etc.
Preservation of foods by terilization, drying, salting, cold storage,
etc.
MILK PROCESSING AND MILK PRODUCTS
MANUFACTURE.
SCIE ICE.
C!zelllistry.-EI ments, compounds, mixtures, acids, bases. salts.
quantitative estimation of acidity, alkalinity. The Atmosphere; water;
hyd rogen; OX) gen; carbon; nitrogen; phosphorus; sulphur; comlllon
metals; elementary chemistry of the sugars; alcohols; formaldehyde;
acetic acid; butyric acid; lactic acid; fats; proteins.
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Chemical composition and phy ical properties of milk:. Analy is of
milk: (fat. total solids, protein, lactose, chlorides and acidity). Ele-
mentary chemistry of milk constituents. Cause of variations in com-
position of milk:. Effects of heat. Causes and prevention of deteriora-
tion and taints. Adulteration of milk. Comparative nutritive value
of milk:. Water supply. Water softening. Detergent.
Physics.-Specific gravity. Viscosity. Surface tension. Hygro-
metry. Heat. Expansion. Thermometry. Latent heat. Specific heat.
Conduction. Convection. Radiation. Evaporation. Principles of
refrigeration. Fluid pressure. Barometers. Syphons. Pumps. Ele-
menta!)' machine.
lIIirrobiolo(Jy.-Microscope. Form, growth and classification of
micro-organi. m.. Isolation. Culture media, staining and examina-
tin. Flora of milk: and milk products. Effect of physical factors, in-
cluding temperature, light, sterilization, pasteurization. Disinfec-
tants, detergents, preservative. Changes produced by micro-organ-
isms, including acidity, alkalinity, oxidation, reductions, pigment
formation and aroma. Enzymes.
:;\IILK PROCESSI~G \~D l\1ILK PRODUCTS MA:-\UFACTURE :
(Pasteurization, Sterilization, Ice Cream, Condensed and Dried
Milk: Products.)
Pastl'urizatioll and Sterilizatioll.-Raw material. Bacterial Hora
and pre-past<:urization bacteriological standards. Pre-pasteu rization
trcatmcnt; bulking) pre-heating, straining, homogenizing. Principles
of pasteurization and sterilization. Type and con truction of pas-
teurizing and sterilizing apparatus. Precision control; thermometers
and thermographs. Refrigeration. Fault. their detection and remedy.
Cleansing of apparatu by hot water. Steam sterilization and use of
detergents. Bottling and bottling equipment. Legal bacteriological
and chemical .tandard. Water supplies. l\1ethods of steam rai ing.
Ice Cream .I11rlllufarture.-l\1aterials. Standards. Public Health
requirements. Functions and quantities of components. Calculation
of quantities and preparation of mixes. Mixing and r frigeration.
Hardening. Types of rdrigeratinf!; plants. Ageing vats and other
cquipment. Packing. Filling machines. Physical properties of ice
crtam. Faults, their detection and remedy.
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Alanu!aciure of Condensed and Dried Alilk Produrts.-Raw
materials. Legal standards.
Conden ed milk; types of equipment; sugar addition; viscosities;
cooling; canning, storage. Dried milk and dried whey; types of
equipment, including spray, roller, vacuum band methods; grinding,
packing, type of package, vacuum packing.
Keeping qualities of the above products; faults, their detection and
remedy.
CEREAL CHEMISTRY AND FLOUR MILLING
TECHNOLOGY.
Cereal Science:
Elementary chemistry; constituents of air; combu tion in air;
oxide ; combustion of coal and producer gas; constituents of water;
hard and soft water; formation of rust; chalk and lime; carbon
dioxide and monoxide; simple ideas of elements and compounds, of
acids, base and salts, and of metals and non-metals.
Sources of power; measurement of heat in B.Th.V.; specific and
latent heat; hygrometry; properties of saturated and superheated
steam; special applications to milling-e.g., moisture test of wheat,
wheat-ft-ed and Rom; effect on milling of moisture in wheat, in stocks
and in the air.
Knowledge of pe ts in \Vhea~ and its products; reason' for heating,
sweating and degeneration of wheat.
Elementary principle of bread making ; effects of yeast, alt, tem-
perature and time on bread making ; gluten and the effect of quality
and quantity on breadmakin/!; tests for nitrogen, gluten, a hand
fibre; influence on bread-making of natural properties of flour and
of bleacher and improvers; tarch, sugar and enzymes.
Action of improvers ; methoos of improving flour quality.
Bleaching, natural and artificial.
Alil/iug Processes and Operation:
Quality of flour from various ",heats; merits and demerit.
Art of wheat blending.
D'sign of flow sheets.
Advanced knO\dedgf' of overhead control of milling machinery
such as is expected from mill foremen.
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l\tlanipulation of :-
(a) Washers and conditioners.
(b) Screenroom machinery.
(c) Breaks and reductions.
(d) Graders, purifiers and dres ers.
(e) Grinders for screening and wheat-feed.
Flour grading.
Flour bleaching.
Flour improving.
Production of weatings and bran.
Manufacture of specialities; wheatmeal, self-raising flour, bi cuit
flour, soft and strong flours, flour for export.
1I1mzagement. Finished Products:
1. Choice of site and of prime mover. Lay-out of mill premises.
2. Insurance against fire.
Wheat valuation; calculations of the values of wheats, taking into
account the impurities, moisture content and flour content.
Planning of economic grists.
Periodical calculation of gain or los of weight in screen-room and
mill; the effect on costs.
Calculation of flour extraction; its effect on costs.
Divides; how obtained and calculated, :tnd their effect on cost.
Costs of manufacture and of selling, distribution and ad mini tra-
tion.
Effect of output on cost ; fixed and variable charges.
Common Jaults in flour and wheat-feed.
TECHNOLOGY OF THE MANUFACTURE OF PIGMENTS,
PAINTS, AND VARNISHES.
This Course is designed to provide tho e engaged in these indu tries
with a knowledge of the chemical nature of the materials used, and of
the scientific basis underlying works operations.
Physics: Measurement. Specific gravity. Hydrometers. Heat.
Methods of transference. Expan ion. Thermometer. pecific
heat. Latent heat. Boiling and melting points. Hydrometry.
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Chemistry: A simple study of facts and theories.
tmosphere, oxygen, hydrogen, carbon, carbon dioxide, carboa-
ates. Hardness in water. Sulphur, oxides of sulphur. Sui·
phurou acid, sulphuric acid, hydrogen ulphide and sulphides.
Chlorine and hydrochloric acid. itric acid, ammonia. Acids,
alkalis and alts. Compounds of metals used in the indu try.
Technology: Oils and vami hes including methods of testing. So'-
\'cnt, resins and gum.
Pigments including mixing and grinding. Drying and properties
of film.
CHEMISTRY FOR PHOTOGRAPHY, PHOTO·MECHA-
NICAL WORK, LITHOGRAPHY, Etc.
This class forms part of the Courses in Photography, Photo-
Mechanical Work and Lithography (see Book Production and
Printing Trades Booklet).
To undcrstand the proces cs used 111 Photography, Photo-
Mechanical 'Vork, Lithography, etc., it is neces ary to have some
knowledge of chemistry and its general principles. Throughout
the part of the syllabu devotrd to General Chemistry, frequent
reference is made to applications to these chemical processes.
General Chemistry: Physical and chemical changes-mixtures and
compound.-element -chemical laws-elemcntary treatment of the
atomic theory. The Atmosphere: Constitution of the atmosphere-
oxygen-nitrogen. Acids: General study of the common acids, sul-
phuric, nitric, hydrochloric. A Unlies : Lime, caustic soda, sodium
carbonate, ammonia. Salts: Methods of formation-water crystalli-
'ation. Water: Hydrogen-carbon dioxide-natural water~
Sulphur: Oxides, sulphites, sulphates, thiosulphates. IIalogens:
Detailed study of chlorine, bromine and iodine. Oxidation and Re-
1uction: Study of typical examples with particular refercnce to
photographic operation. 111etallic Salts: Silver, gold, copper, iron,
11 ral1lum.
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Applied Chemistry: Photo-chemistry of certain metallic salts-
photo-chemistry of silver salts-theories concerning latent image-
ensitizers-history of photographic proces e -collodion and gelatine
emulsions-ripening-dry plates-theory of developers, and re-
strainers-acid and alkaline development-fixing agents-intensifica-
tion and weakening of silver image--printing proce es-toning
proce se -platinotype-chemistry of photo-mechanical proces es.
BOTANY FOR SEEDSMEN.
FIRST YEAR.
Examination of a simple flowering plant; its chief organs.
Various forms of root, stems and leaf; modifications of these
organs for special purposes; food storage; vegtative propagation.
The cell and cell contents in embryonic and adult structures,
variations in type of cells of different organs.
Tis ues.
Brief survey of the chemical nature of the principal components of
plant bodies; food, food storage and translocation.
Such of the minute structure of root, stem and leaf of herbaceous
and of woody types a is necessary to explain the physiological pro-
cesses connected with absorption, respiration, transpiration, assimila-
tion, movement, growth in length and in thickness.
Bud and branching. Winter condition of some trees of different
types.
Forms of inflorescence. The flower; variety of structure of floral
organs.
Detailed structure of stamen and of pistil.
Pollination and fertilization.
Fruit.
Seed Dispersal.
Germination.
Various forms of vegetative and of floral organ of plants as illus-
trated by reference to some members of the commoner familie of
flowering plants.
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SECO~O YEAR.
Characters of common forage plants.
Identification of seeds of farm and garden crops.
eed testing.
Introduction to the study of lower plants by reference to the
general structure, phy iology and mode of life of Fern, Mo ,Alga,
Fungus and Bacillus.
Outline of principles of classification of Fungi.
urvey of the commoner fungoid pe ts, and insect pe~t of farm and
garden.
FIRST YEAR COURSE IN MEDICAL CHEMISTRY.
Subjects:
MEDICAL CHEMISTRY.
PHYSICS FOR CHE:\lISTRY.
MEDICAL CHEMISTRY.
FIRST YEAR.
re yllablls for Pharmaceutical Chemistry.
PHYSICS FOR CHEMISTRY.
FIRST YEAR.
See Syllabus under First Year Course in Applied Chemistry.
SECOND AND THIRD YEAR COURSES IN MEDICAL
CHEMISTRY.
Subjects:
INORGmJC CHEMISTRY.
CHEi\UCAL ANALYSIS.
INORGAJ IC CHEMISTRY.
CHEMICAL ANALYSIS.
SECOND AND THIRD YEARS.
Sa yllabuses ullder Secourl and l'hiul Year Courses ill Applied
Chemistry.
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PHARMACEUTICAL COURSES.
The Pharmaceutical Society of Ireland recognise and accept cer~i­
ficate. of attendance at courses of instruction in
THEORETICAL CHEMISTRY AND PHYSICS.
PRACTICAL CHE IISTRY.
BOTAJ.'lY.
MATERIA MEDICA.
Applications for enrolment should be made as early as po sible
before the dates fixed for the commencement of the courses.
The Courses are intended for chemi ts' as istants who have passed
their preliminary and are working for their final examinations.
Recognised certificates for lectures and practical work are given to
all ~tudents who e attendance and progress are satisfactory. The
lectures and practical work cover the subjects outlined in the sub-
. joined syllabuses.
THEORETICAL CHEMISTRY AND PHYSICS.
(September to May.)
Inorgnllic Chemistry:
Elements and compounds. Laws of Chemical combination. AtomIc
Theory; symbol and formulae. Vapour density; molecular weight;
atomic weight; equivalent weight; valency. Periodic table. Acids,
bases, salts.
Ion-Metals: H; 0; ,S, C, P, Cl., Br., I, B., A , Si.
~1etals: Sodium group; calcium group; Mg; Zn; Cd.; Pb; Cu;
Ag; Hg; Al.; Fe; Mn; Co; i; Cri Sb; Bi; Au; Pt.
Oxides, hyd rates and salts.
Organic Chemistry:
ature and scope of organic chemistry. Qualitative and quantita-
tive analysis of organic compounds. Determination of empirical and
molecular formulae.
Paraffin hydrocarbons; homologous series; isomerism; olefine and
acetylene series; halogen derivatives; alcohols and mercaptons;
aldehydes and ketones; polymeri m. Fatty acids-formic, acetic,
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palmitic, stearic, oleic acids. Fats; soaps. Oxalic, citric, tartaric and
lactic acid. Ethers; esters; amines; amide ; cyanogen derivatives;
nitrites.
Benzene and its homologues; naphthalene; authracene; halogen
derivative of benzene; nitrobenzene; aniline; phenol, azo, diazo and
hydrazine compounds. Aromatic alcohol, aldehydes and ketones.
Aromatic acids-benzoic, salicylic.
Carbohydrates; proteins; glucosides; terpenes and camphors; the
principal alkaloids.
Physics:
Units of measurement, lengths, area, volumes-states of matter-
physical and chemical change -mass inertia, force, parallel forces-
weight-Hooke's law-energy and work-densities of solids, liquids
and gase -Archimedes' principles and applications-liquids and gase~
-principle of flotation-atmospheric pressure-barometers-Boyle's
law-kinetic energy and ga es-diffu ion-heat and its general effects
-thermometry-melting and boiling points-expansion of solids,
liquids and gases--specific heats-Dulong and Petit's law-change of
state-latent heat-transference of heat; methods.
PRACTICAL CHEMISTRY.
Qualitative analysis for bases and acids in solutions of simple salts,
including the salts of common organic acids.
Principles of organic analysis.
Detection of RP. substance and the chief alkaloids.
Standard solutions. Volumetric estimations of B.P.
Water analysis-ammonia-nitrate -nitrites-chloride; total and
permanent hardness.
rine analy is; estimation of sugar.
BOTANY.
(September to May.)
1.
The plant cell, tissues, and systems.
Demonstrations, as far as possible, will be made of the Pharma-
copoeia operations; dispensing of physicians' prescriptions, prescrip-
tion reading, calculation of percentages, and other quantities occurring
-in prescriptions.
SPECIAL CLASSES
IRISH LANGUAGE.
IRISH.
FIRST YEAR.
Oral: Conversation lessons on simple matters such as the fol·
lowing :-Name, home or residence, salutations, the clock, days 0f
the week, months and seasons, the weather, money, easy counting,
colours, etc. Location of objects in the classroom and neighbour-
hood, parts of the body and clothing, giving and carrying out simple
orders. With the conversational lessons, the student will be fami·
liarised with the use of is and ta and of verbal nouns.
Written W o/·k: Each student will keep a note-book to record the
salutations, phrases, etc., in correct Iri h.
Cultural: Memorising of simple songs, rhymes, stories, etc., so as
to be able to repeat them with correct blas. Stories and recitationi
by Gaelic authors.
TECHNICAL GERMAN.
Readings: Fiedler and Sandbach and Linguaphone Course.
Grammar: Pronunciation-the articles-declension of nouns-
declension of adjective --comparison of adjectives, adverbs, numerals,
pronoun -conjugation of verbs-prepositions-ca es with verb-
order of words-omi sion of words. German words not to be trans-
lated-subjunctive, infinitive-formal subject-comparative. Tech-
nical vocabulary. Abbreviations used in technical and scientific Ger-
man. Commercial terms and corre pondence. German technical
journals. Source. Bibliographies. Abstraction. German currency.


